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REMARKS ON QUANTUM DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
ROBERT CARROLL
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, URBANA, IL 61801
To a sorceress in an enchanted theatre
1. INTRODUCTION
In the course of writing the book [9] and various papers [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] we
encountered many q-differential equations but were frustrated by a lack of understanding
about natural forms for such equations. One has operators of the type qKP or qKdV for
example but even there, expressing the resulting equations (even via Hirota type equations
or in bilinear form) seemed curiously difficult. On the other hand Laplace operators, wave
operators, heat operators, and Schro¨dinger operators have been written down in various
forms and their symmetries studied (see e.g. [5, 6, 7, 9, 31, 53, 67, 68]). Also various
operators associated with q-special functions have been isolated and studied (see e.g. [9,
41, 42, 56, 72]). However when we started deriving nonlinear differential equations from zero
curvature conditions on a quantum plane for example (following the procedure of [28, 29]) we
were puzzled about their meaning, their solvability and their relation to qKP for example.
Thus it seems appropriate to partially survey the area of q-differential operators and isolate
the more significant species while looking also for techniques of solvability. One expects of
course that meaningful equations will involve quantum groups (QG) in some way. In fact,
as pointed out by V. Dobrev, there is an important body of work involving very meaningful
and general invariant q-difference operators connected to representations of Hopf algebras
and intertwining; we mention in particular the impressive results on q-conformal invariant
equations (see e.g. [32, 33, 34, 35] and references there). In this paper we discuss only some
simple examples and techniques for q-differential equations and the main point here is to
examine (experimentally) some of the possible natural q-deformations of certain important
classical differential equations (usually associated with integrable hierarchies). Some new
results along with some expository material is given.
2. ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIAL
We will describe a number of special situations (mainly linear) before embarking on a
more general approach. Thus we refer to [9, 56, 72] for basics in q-analysis but will usually
give definitions as we go along. Unfortunately there is some difference in notation and we
mention in particular two definitions of exponential function. Thus in [13, 14, 45, 47] for
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example one uses
(2.1) eq(x) =
∞∑
0
(1− q)jxk
(q; q)k
= exp
(
∞∑
1
(1− q)kxk
k(1− qk)
)
where (q; q)k = (1− q) · · · (1− qk) while in many other places the notation
(2.2) e˜q(x) =
∞∑
0
xn
(q; q)n
=
1
(x; q)∞
is adopted (we follow [41] here). Evidently (A1) eq(x) = e˜q((1 − q)x) and we will try to
keep matters straight with this notation. Similarly
(2.3) E˜q(x) =
∞∑
0
qn(n−1)/2xn
(q; q)n
; e˜q(x)E˜q(−x) = 1
and (A2) limq→1− e˜(x(1 − q)) = limeq(x) = exp(x) = limq→1−E˜(x(1 − q)). Then we will
write (A3) Eq(x) = E˜q((1− q)x) along with (A4) Tqf(x) = f(qx) and recall
(2.4) Dqf(x) =
(Tq − 1)f(x)
(q − 1)x =
1− Tq)f(x)
(1− q)x ; D
+f(x) =
(1− Tq)f(x)
x
=
(1− q)Dqf(X); D−f(x) = (1− Tq)f(x)
x
= (1− q−1)D1/qf(x)
Then (A5) D+e˜q = e˜q; D
−E˜q = −q−1E˜q, and e.g. Dqexpq(xz) = zexpq(xz) with the
standard D1/qexp1/q(−xz) = −ze1/q(−xz) (note D1/q = qDqT−1q ). We observe also that
D−E˜q = −q−1E˜q means (1− q−1)D1/qE˜q = −q−1E˜q which implies D1/qE˜q = (1− q)−1E˜q.
But from D1/q(xz) = ze1/q(xz) we have D1/qe1/q((1 − q)−1x) = (1 − q)−1e1/q(1 − q)−1x)
which in turn implies (A6) E˜q(x) = e1/q((1−q)−1x) in analogy to (A1). Note also from [56]
that e˜1/q(x) = E˜q(−qx). We recall next (following [41]) (A7) (a; q)n = (1−a) · · · (1−aqn−1)
and (a; q)∞ =
∏∞
0 (1− aqk). Then define
(2.5) rφs(a; b; q;x) =
∞∑
0
(a1; q)n · · · (ar; q)nxn
(q; q)n(b1; q)n · · · (bs; q)n
[
(−1)nqn(n−1)/2
]s+1−r
with q 6= 0 when r > s + 1. The series terminates if one of the numerator parameters ai is
of the form q−m for m = 0, 1, 2, · · · and q 6= 0.
There are two analogues of Bessel functions, namely (0 < q < 1)
(2.6) J1ν (z; q) =
1
(q; q)ν
(z
2
)ν
2φ1
(
0, 0; qν+1; q,−z
2
4
)
;
J2ν (z; q) =
1
(q; q)ν
(z
2
)ν
0φ1
(
qν+1; q;−z
2qν+1
4
)
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(cf. [41]). One has (A8) J2ν (z; q) = (−z2/4; q)∞J1ν and for q → 1− there results (A9) limJkν ((1−
q)z, q) = Jν(x) where k = 1, 2. There is a recursion relation
(2.7)
(1− qν)
z
Jkν (z, q) =
1
2
(
Jkν−1(z; q) + q
νJkν+1(z; q)
)
which leads e.g. to
(2.8)
[(
D+ − z
4
)
qν +
(1− qν)
z
]
J1ν (z; q) =
(1 + qν)
2
Jν−1(z; q);[
−
(
D+ − z
4
)
+
(1− qν)
z
]
J1ν (z; q) =
(1 + qν)
2
J1ν+1(z; q)
Various other formulas also arise (cf. [41]). The natural context for differential equations
involving q-special functions is of course that of matrix elements in group representations of
some quantum groups (see e.g. [72]). In that spirit consider the two dimensional quantum
algebra Eq(2) with relations (A11) [J, P±] = ±P± and [P+, P−] = 0 with the Hopf algebra
structure
(2.9) ∆(J) = J ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ J ; S(J) = −J ; ǫ(J) = ǫ(P±) = 0;
∆(P± = P± ⊗ q−J/2 + qJ/2 ⊗ P±; S(P±) = −q∓P±; ǫ(1) = 1
Take J and P± to be (A12) J = m0 + zd/dz with P+ = ωz and P− = ω/z (here ω 6= 0
and 0 ≤ ℜ(m0) < 1. One sees that this gives a representation of the algebra (A11) which
is denoted by Q(ω,m0). Let fm = z
n m = m0 + n with n ∈ Z be basis vectors in the
representation space H so that (A13) P±fm = ωfm±1 and Jfm = mfm. One considers an
operator
(2.10) U(α, β, γ) = E˜q(αω(1 − q)z)E˜q(βω(1− q)z−1)Eq(γ(1− q)(m0 + z(d/dz))
and defines matrix elements Ukn via
(2.11) U(α, β, γ)fm0+n =
∞∑
−∞
Ukn(α, β, γ)fm0+k
One can then express the Ukn in terms of J
2
ν which therefore exhibits the J
2
ν in the classical
role of matrix elements.
One can also produce realizations of Eq(2) on a space of functions of two variables via
(Ty ∼ Tq acting on the y variable and e.g. D+x ∼ D+ acting on the x variable)
(2.12) P+ = 2y
[
−
(
D+x −
x
4
)
+
y
x
D+y
]
(1 + Ty)
−1;
P− = 2y
−1
[(
D+x −
x
4
)
Ty +
y
x
D+y
]
(1 + Ty)
−1
with basis functions (A14) fm(x, y) = y
mJ1m(x; q) where m = m0 + n with n ∈ Z. The
equation P+P−fm = ω
2fm is now
(2.13)
{[(
D+x −
x
4
)
+
(1− qm−1)
x
] [(
D+x −
x
4
)
qm +
(1− qm)
x
]}
J1m(x; q) =
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=
(1 + qm)(1 + qm−1)
4
J1m(x; q)
This gives a typical second order q-differential equation in the theory of special functions.
The q-oscillator algebra generated byA,A†, and N satisfies (A15) [N,A] = −A; [N,A†] =
A†, and AA† − qA†A = 1. Introducing redefined generators a = q−N/2A and A† =
Q(1−N)/4A† this becomes (A16) [N, a] = −a, [N, a†] = a†, aa† − q1/2a†a = q−N/2, and
aa† − q−1/2a†a = qN/2. In the limit q → 1− this reduces to the canonical commu-
tation relations of the harmonic oscillator annihilation, creation, and number operators.
This latter algebra is known to have representations in which the number operator is
unbounded, or bounded from either below or above. Q-analogues of such representa-
tions are denoted by Rq(ω,m0), R
↑(ω), and R↓q(ω). Take e.g. Rq(ω,m0) with realiza-
tion of the generators in the space H of finite linear combinations of monomials zn via
(A17) A = (1−q)−1D+z +[(ω+m0)/z]Tq, A† = z, and N = m0+zd/dz with 0 ≤ ℜ(m0) < 1
and ω + m0 not an integer. Let fm = z
n as before with m = m0 + n (n ∈ Z) and set
m+ ω = (1− qp)/(1 − q). There results
(2.14) Afm =
1− qm−m0+p
1− q fm−1; A
†fm = fm+1; Nfm = mfm
As before introduce the operator (A18) U(α, β, γ) = E˜q(α(1−q)A†)E˜q(β(1−q)A)E˜q(γ(1−
q)N). The matrix elements Unk(α, β, γ) of (A18) are defined as in (2.11) and in Rq(ω,m0)
have the form
(2.15) Ukn = E˜q(γ(1− q)(m0 + n))q(1/2)(n−k)(n−k−1)βn−kLn−kp+k
(
−αβ
q
; q
)
where the q-Laguerre functions are given via
(2.16) Lλν(x; q) =
qλ+1; q)ν
(q; q)ν
1φ1
(
q−ν ; qλ+1; q;−(1− q)qλ+ν+1x
)
Other representations give rise to other q-Laguerre functions or polynomials and also repre-
sentations with q-Hermite polynomials (A19) Hn(z, q) = (z+Tz)
n ·1 =∑n0 [ nm
]
q
zm gen-
erating basis vectors fn(z) = (−√q)nf0(z)Hn(−z/√q; q) where f0(z) = [
∑∞
∞ q
k(k1)/2zk]1/2.
Finally one can look at representations of slq(2) with generators (A20) J+J−−q−1J−J+ =
(1−q2J3)/(1−q) and [J3, J±] = ±J±. The representation Dq(u,m0) is characterized by two
complex constants u,m0 such that neitherm0+u norm0−u is an integer and 0 ≤ ℜ(m0) < 1.
On the space of finite linear combinations of zn the generators are realized via
(2.17) J+ = q
1/2(m0−u+1
[
z2
1− qD
+
z −
1− qu−m0z
1− q
]
;
J− = −q1/2(m0−u+1
[
1
1− qD
+
z +
1− qu+m0
(1− q)z Tq
]
; J3 = m0 + z
d
dz
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With basis vectors fm = z
n for m = m0 + n (n ∈ Z one gets
(2.18) J+fm = q
1/2(u−m0+1) 1− qm−u
1− q fm+1;
J−fm −−q1/2(m0−u+1 1− q
m+u
1− q fm−1; J3fm = mfm
Introducing operators U(α, β, γ) as before the matrix elements Ukn are expressed in terms of
basic hypergeometric functions (A21) 2φ1 with suitable arguments. In certain special cases
these reduce to little q-Jacobi polynomials for example. Realizations in terms of second
order q-difference operators can also be obtained (cf. [41] for more on this).
Going to [56] now one observes that the q-hypergeometric q-difference equation
(2.19) z(qc − qa+b+1z)(D2qu)(z)+
+
[
1− qc
1− q −
(
qb
1− qa
1− q = q
a1− qb+1
1− q
)
z
]
(Dqu)(z) − 1− q
a
1− q
1− qb
1− q u(z) = 0
has particular solutions
(2.20) u1(z) = 2φ1(q
a, qb; qc; q, z); u2(z) = z
1−c
2φ1(q
1+a−c, q1+b−c; q2−c; q, z)
There is an underlying theory of q-difference equations with regular singularities and one
knows that if A(z) =
∑∞
0 akz
k and B(z) =
∑∞
0 bkz
k are convergent power series with
λ ∈ C satisfying
(2.21)
(1− qλ+k)(1− qλ+k−1))
(1− q)2 + a0
1− qλ+k
1− q + b0
{
= 0, k = 0
6= o k = 1, 2, · · ·
then the q-difference equation (A22) z2(D2qu)(z) + zA(z)(Dqu)(z) + B(z)u(z) = 0 has an
(up to a constant factor) unique solution of the form (A23) u =
∑∞
0 ckz
λ+k. The recursion
pattern for the coefficients is given by
(2.22)
ck+1
ck
=
(1− qa+λ+k)(1− qb+λ+k)
(1− qc+λ+k)(1− qλ+k+1)
3. SOME GENERAL COMMENTS
We recall first the first order differential calculus (FODC) Γ+ from [54] on a quantum
plane or Manin plane (cf. also [9, 73]); this is based on xp = qpx with
(3.1) dx2 = dp2 = 0; dxdp = −q−1dpdx; xdx = q2dxx; xdp = qdpx+ (q2 − 1)dxp;
pdx = qdxp; pdp = q2dpp; ∂x∂p = q
−1∂p∂x; ∂xx = 1 + q
2x∂x + (q
2 − 1)p∂p; ∂xp = qp∂x;
∂px = qx∂p; ∂pp = 1 + q
2p∂p; ∂xdx = q
−2dx∂x; ∂xdp = q
−1dp∂x;
∂pdx = q
−1dx∂p; ∂pdp = q
−2p∂p + (q
2 − 1)dx∂x
In this FODC the partial derivatives ∂i of Γ+ act on A = formal power series with x, p
ordering, via
(3.2)
∂x(f(x)h(p)) = (D
x
q2f(x))h(p); ∂p(f(x, )h(p)) = (Tqf(x))(D
p
q2
h(p)) (∂px
n = qnxn∂p
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(3.3) ∂x(x
n) = Dq2x
n = [[n]]q2x
n−1; [[n]]q2 =
q2n − 1
q2 − 1 ; ∂pp
n = [[n]]q2p
n−1
REMARK 3.1. This shows how ordering is important and we describe now a procedure
of Ogievetsky- Zumino (cf. [9, 10, 16, 62]) wherein differential operators in noncommutative
variables can be treated via a noncanonical isomorphism between rings of classical and q-
differential operators in the underlying context of q-planes. Thus given noncommutative
variables xi let xic be commuting classical variables. Choose some ordering of the x
i (here
x1 = x and x2 = p in xp order). Then any polynomial p(xi), written in ordered form, gives
rise to a unique polynomial σ(P )(xic) determining a symbol may σ : C[x
i] → C[xic]. This
leads to a map Dˆφ = σ(D(σ−1(φ))) from q-differential operators D to classical differential
operators Dˆ satisfying D̂1D2 = Dˆ1Dˆ2. The expressions for xˆ
i and ∂ˆi will determine the rest
(see Remark 3.4). 
The author used such isomorphisms σ in [9, 10, 16] to prove a few elementary facts
involving q-differential operators. It was suggested in [9] for example that such treatments
could be extended to give general results about existence and uniqueness of solutions of
q-partial differential equations (qPDE) and we will address this question in more detail
below. Other approaches to a general treatment of qPDE appear in [48, 53] for example.
To see in more detail how the Ogievetsky- Zumino technique applies in the q-plane consider
REMARK 3.2. Take the q-plane or Manin plane with the natural associated covariant
calculus indicated above. Note here for example
(3.4) ∂pxp = qx∂pp = qx(1 + q
2p∂p) = qx+ q
3xp∂p;
∂pxp = ∂pqpx = q(1 + q
2p∂p)x = qx+ q
3xp∂p
but a situation p ∼ ∂x with px− qxp = i~ is excluded. (cf. [29]). One denotes by Diffq2(1)
the ring generated by x, ∂q obeying (A23) ∂qx = 1 + q2x∂q with ∂qf(x) = [f(q2x) −
f(x)]/(q2 − 1)x = Dq2f(x). We distinguish now scrupulously between ∂q ∼ Dq2 , Dq,
and ∂x, ∂p as normal q-derivatives. Also think of more variables now with (♠) ∂ixj =
qxj∂i (i 6= j) and ∂ixi = 1 + q2xi∂i + qλ
∑
j>i x
j∂j where λ = q − q−1 (cf. Remark 3.3)
and introduce (A24) µk = 1 + qλ
∑
j≥k x
j∂j so the last equation in (♠) takes the form
(A25) ∂ix
i = µi + x
i∂i (note the µi are operators). Now there results
(3.5) µix
j = xjµi (i > j); µix
j = q2xjµi (i ≤ j);
µi∂i = ∂jµi (i > j); µi∂j = q
−2∂jµi (i ≤ j)
which implies (A26) µiµj = µjµi. Next define (A27) X
i = (µi)
−1/2xi andDi = q(µi)
−1/2∂i
from which follows
(3.6) XiXj = XjXi; DiDj = DjDi;
DiX
j = XjDi (i 6= j); DjXj = 1 + q−2XjDj
Thus the relations in (♠) are completely untangled. The Dj correspond to Dq−2 and evi-
dently Diffq2(1) is isomorphic to Diffq−2(1) since, for δ
q = qµ−1/2∂q and y = µ−1/2x with
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operators x, ∂q satisfying (A23), one has δqy = 1 + q−2yδq. Further the ring isomorphism
between Diffq2(1) (generated by (x, ∂
q) and Diff(1) (generated by (x, ∂) can be estab-
lished via e.g. (A28) ∂q = (exp(2~x∂) − 1)/x(q2 − 1) (cf. (A23)). Thus exp(2~x∂) − 1 =
x(q2−1)∂q or 2~x∂ = log[1+x(q2−1)∂q]. Since the ring properties are not immediate from
this one can go to an alternative noncanonical isomorphism as follows (cf. [9, 62]). Let xic
be classical commuting variables (here x1c ∼ x and x2c ∼ p). Now choose some ordering of
the nonclassical xi (e.g. Weyl ordering, or xp ordering, or px ordering). Then any poly-
nomial P (x) can be written in ordered form and replacing xi by xic one gets a polynomial
symbol σ(P ) of classical variables xic. This determines a symbol map σ : C[x
i] → C[xic]
which is a noncanonical isomorphism (dependent on the choice of ordering) between poly-
nomial rings. Then for any polynomial φ(xic) and any q-differential operator D one writes
(A28) Dˆφ = σ(D(σ−1(φ))), i.e. Dˆ is the composition
(3.7) C[xic]
σ−1→ C[xi] D→ C[xi] σ→ C[xic]
This provides a ring isomorphism of q-differential operators and classical differential oper-
ators, the latter corresponding to polynomials in (x, p, ∂x, ∂p) with relations ∂xx = x∂x +
1, ∂pp = p∂p + 1, x∂p = ∂px, and p∂x = ∂xp. The explicit formulas will depend on
the ordering and are determined by ∂ˆi and xˆ
i. Note (A29) D̂1D2 = Dˆ1Dˆ2 since the
Dˆi : C[x
i
c]→ C[xic] compose multiplicatively along with the Di : C[xi]→ C[xi] under the
given ordering. To see this note from Dˆ2φ = σ(D2(σ
−1(φ))) results
(3.8) Dˆ1(Dˆ2φ) = σ(D1(σ
−1(σ(D2(σ
−1(φ)))))) = σ(D1D2(σ
−1(φ)))
As for orderings, matters are clear for xp or px ordering and hence will also hold for the
completely symmetric Weyl ordering
(3.9) xnpm ∼ 1
2n
n∑
0
(
n
ℓ
)
x˜n−ℓp˜mx˜ℓ
(cf. [8]). 
REMARK 3.3. The full Γ+ with many variables involved can be written as
(3.10) xi · dxj = qdxj · xi + (q2 − 1)dxi · xj (i < j); xi · dxi = q2dxi · xi;
xj · dxi = qdxi · xj (i < j); dxi ∧ dxj = −q−1dxj ∧ dxi (i < j); dxi ∧ dxi = 0
(3.11) xixj = qxjxi (i < j); ∂i∂j = q
−1∂j∂i (i < j); ∂ixj = qxj∂i (i 6= j);
∂ixi − q2xi∂i = 1 + (q2 − 1)
∑
j>i
xj∂j
Another FODC Γ− arises via q → q−1. 
REMARK 3.4. In [9, 10, 16] we used the isomorphism σ above to pass between
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standard PDE and qPDE. Let us spell out the correspondence more carefully. Thus e.g.
σ :
∑
anmx
npm →∑ anmxnc pmc . Following (3.7) with D = ∂x we get
(3.12)
∂ˆx :
∑
anmx
n
c p
m
c
σ−1→
∑
anmx
npm
∂x→
∑
anm[[n]]q2x
n−1pm
σ→
∑
anm[[n]]q2x
n−1
c p
m
c
This says ∂ˆx(x
n
c p
m
c ) = σ(∂xx
npm) = [[n]]q2x
n−1
c p
m
c . Similarly one gets a similar equation of
the form ∂ˆp(x
n
c p
m
c ) = σ(∂px
npm) = qnxnc [[m]]q2p
m−1
c . Since e.g. (∂/∂x)x
n = nxn−1 it seems
awkward however to write out ∂ˆx in terms of ∂/∂x. One (awkward) solution would be to
define an operator Q((∂/∂x)xnc ) = [[n]]q2x
n−1
c , with Q((∂/∂p)p
m
c ) = [[m]]q2p
m−1 and write
(3.13) ∂ˆx
∑
anmx
n
c p
m
c =
∑
anmQ[(∂/∂x)x
n
c ]p
m
c ;
∂ˆp
∑
anmx
n
c p
m
c =
∑
anm(Tqx
n)Q[(∂/∂p)pmc ]
This seems rather bizarre, but appears to be consistent, and could be written (A30) ∂ˆx =
Q(∂/∂x) and ∂ˆp = T
x
q Q(∂/∂p). We emphasize that Q goes with the derivation and acts only
on constants produced via differentiation (i.e. Q((∂/∂x)axn) = aQ(∂/∂x)xn). Therefore
for D =
∑
αkℓ∂
k
x∂
ℓ
p one has (A31) Dˆ =
∑
αkℓ[Q(∂/∂x)
k)]T xq [Q(∂/∂p)
ℓ]. 
Now one way of cooking up q-analogues of a classical PDE is to simply replace ∂/∂xi by
∂i as in Γ+ or by Dq more generally. Then as q → 1 one recovers ∂/∂xi and this makes
the extension “reasonable”. However it may not take into accound the basic nature of
the original equation from a symmetry point of view. Thus one would be more pleased
to produce a q-version from q-group or q-algebra theoretic origins which would reduce to
the classical operator when q → 1. Both approaches have of course been tried and we
list some candidate qPDE from various points of view. First one considers wave equations
(A32) [(D+t )
2−D−1 D−2 ]φ = 0 where D+t ∼ t−1(1−Tq) and D−1x ∼ x−1(1−T−2q ) corresponds
to the classical equation (∂2t − 4∂1∂2)φ = 0 when t→ (1− q)t and xi → (1− q−1)xi/2 with
q → 1−. Solutions to (A32) in q-exponentials have the form (αq2 = βγ)
(3.14) φ(t, x1, x2, α, β, γ) = e˜q(αt)E˜q(βx1)E˜q(γx2)
from which one can determine symmetry operators (cf. [41, 42]). For (A33) [D−t −
D+1 D
+
2 ]φ = 0 one has solutions φ = E˜q(αt)e˜q(βx1)e˜q(γx2) with α + qβγ = 0. We re-
call here that D+z e˜q(αz) = αe˜q(αz) and D
−
z e˜q(βz) = −βq−1e˜q(βz) with similar formulas for
E˜q. For the Helmholz equation (A34) [D
+
1 D
+
2 − ω2]φ(x1, x2) = 0 solutions can be written
in terms of little q-exponentials via (αβ = ω2)
(3.15) φ(x1, x2, α, β) = e˜q(αx1)e˜q(βx2)
For the heat equation in x, t of the form (A35) [D−t − (D+x )2]φ = 0 there will be some
solutions (A36) φ(t, x, α, β) = E˜q2(αt)e˜q(βx) with α + q
2β2 = 0 (α, β ∈ C). One arrives
at solutions to all these equations be separating variables according to symmetry operators
and their eigenfunctions and this leads for the heat equation also to solutions
(3.16) φn(t, x) = q
−n(n−3)/2tn/2Hn
(
x
q
√
t
; q
)
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where Hn ∼ discrete q-Hermite polynomial.
Generally one can phrase a theorem based on the D ↔ Dˆ correspondence as follows. Let
aα ∈ C with (A37) D =
∑
aα∂
α =
∑
aα∂
α1
q · · · ∂αnn where the ∂i ∈ Γ+. Then D ↔ Dˆ
gives a standard partial differential operator (PDO) with constant coefficients of the type
indicated in Remark 3.4.
THEOREM 3.1. Let Dˆ be the classical operator corresponding to a D as in (A37) for
some fixed ordering of the xi and assume the equation Dˆφ = 0 with say real analytic data
has a unique real analytic solution. Then Dψ = 0 has a unique solution.
REMARK 3.5. The above proposition only applies to equations with Dˆ determined as
in Remarks 3.2-3.4 so the corresponding D may look rather funny. To clarify this consider
some low order operators
(3.17) ∂ˆx = Q(∂/∂x); ∂ˆp = T
x
q Q(∂/∂p); ∂ˆx∂ˆp = ∂̂x∂p = Q(∂/∂x)T
x
q Q(∂/∂p);
∂ˆ2x = Q(∂/∂x)Q(∂/∂x); ∂ˆ
2
p = T
x
q Q(∂/∂p)T
x
q Q(∂/∂x)
This means that a q-wave type equation (A38) (∂2x − ∂2p)ψ = 0 would correspond to ψ =
σ−1φ (recall Dˆφ = σ(D(σ−1φ)) and set φ =
∑∞
0 anmx
npm
(3.18) (∂ˆ2x − ∂ˆ2p)φ = 0⇒∑
n=2,p=0
anm[[n]]q2 [[n− 1]]q2xn−2c pmc −
∑
n=0,p=2
anmq
2n[[m]]q2 [[m− 1]]q2xnc pm−2c = 0
If one posits a Cauchy problem with say ψ(x, 0) = h(x) =
∑
bnx
n and ∂pψ(x, 0) = 0 this
translates to φ(xc, 0) = h(xc) =
∑
bnx
n
c and (∂/∂p)φ(xc, 0) = 0. One could write out the
coefficients but the existence of a unique solution is not apriori known. In this respect it is
more instructive perhaps to consider φˆ = σ−1φ with Dˆ ∼ ∂2x − ∂2y so
(3.19) Dφˆ : xnpm
σ→ xnc pmc Dˆ→ n(n− 1)xcxn−2pmc −m(m− 1)xmc pm−2c σ
−1→
σ−1→ n(n− 1)xn−2pm − (m− 1)xnpm−2
Then
(3.20) D ∼ n(n− 1)
[[n]]q[[n − 1]]q (∂
x
q )
2 − m(m− 1)
[[m]]q[[m− 1]]q (∂
p
q )
2
acting on xnpm, and the existence of unique solutions is well known. 
Regarding symmetries (cf. [41, 42]) consider a wave equation in light cone coordinates
(A39) ∂1∂2φ = 0. This has an infinite dimensional symmetry algebra generated by v
0
m =
xm1 ∂1 and w
0
m = x
m
2 ∂2 for (m ∈ Z). In fact the whole W1+∞ ⊕W1+∞ algebra generated
by vkm = x
m
1 ∂
k+1
1 and w
k
m = x
m
2 ∂
k+1
2 for k ∈ Z+ maps solutions of (A39) into solutions
(definition of a symmetry) and W1+∞ without center corresponds to U(E(2)). For the q-
difference version (A40) D+1 D
+
2 φ(x1, x2) = 0 the elements V
k
m = x
m
1 (D
+
1 )
k+1 and W km =
xm2 (D
+
2 )
k+1 map solutions into solutions and each set V km or W
k
m generates a q-deformation
of W1+∞. However for the equation (A41) [(D
+
t )
2 − (D+x )2]φ(t, x) = 0 the situation is
quite different. There is still an infinite set of symmetry operators involving polynomials
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or arbitrary degree in t and x times powers of D+t and D
+
x but a general expression seems
elusive. This is in contrast to solving wave equations (∂2t −∂2x)φ = 0 where there is conformal
invariance in t + x and t− x. One notes that (t, x) → (t + x, t − x) does not preserve the
exponential 2-dimensional lattice and light cone coordinates seem more appropriate for q-
difference wave equations.
In any case the question of what is a proper canonical q-wave equation seems to have
many answers. We have choices
(3.21) [(Dtq)
2 − (Dxq )2]φ = 0 (standard Dq); [(∂tq)2 − (∂xq )2]φ = 0 (∂q ∼ ∂i in Γ+);
DxqD
t
q = 0 ≡ D+xD+t φ = 0; ∂tq∂xq φ = 0 (∂q ∈ Γ+);
One could also take q-derivatives in one variable and ordinary derivatives in the other.
Now in the special function situations we see for example in (2.13) and (2.19) that very
special forms of second order equations are needed to generate q-hypergeometric or q-Bessel
functions. Another source of information about (nonlinear) PDE arises theoretically via the
domain of q-integrable systems such as qKP or qKdV (cf. here in particular [9, 13, 14]). We
say theoretically since the actual form of the equations is not simple at all. Thus one recalls
KP in the form (A42) ∂tu = (1/4)∂
3u+3u∂u+(3/4)∂−1∂22u where ∂ ∼ ∂x and KdV as say
(A43) ∂tu− 6u∂u+ ∂3u = 0. One can give relatively simple Hirota type characterizations
for qKP and qKdV but q-equations of the form (A42)-(A43) are complicated (see here
[13] and Section 9 below). We will write out qKP and qKdV equations later but for now we
indicate another source of qPDE via zero curvature conditions on a quantum plane (cf.[13]).
Thus
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the q-plane situation
(3.22) (dx)2 = (dt)2 = 0; xt− qtx = 0; dxdt = −q−1dtdx; xdx = q2dxx;
xdt = qdtx+ (q2 − 1)dxt; tdx = qdxt; tdt = q2dtt
Then
(3.23) df = D−1t ∂
x
q fdx+ ∂
t
qfdt
(with ∂q ∼ Dq−2 as in Γ+ - see below). Then A = udx+ wdt yields
(3.24) dA+A2 = 0❀ −q∂tqu+D−1t ∂xqw + uD−2x D−2t w−
−wqt
x
[D−1x D
−1
t w −D−3x D−1t w]− qwD−1x D−2t u = 0
For q → q−1 evidently ∂qf = [f(q−2x)− f(x)]/(q−2 − 1)x→ [f(q2x)− f(x)]/(q2 − 1)x and
we write this latter as ∂ˆq. This gives
(3.25) −q−1∂ˆtqu+Dt∂ˆxqw + uD2xD2tw − q−1wDxD2t u−
wt
qx
[DxDtw −D3xDtw] = 0
Note that as q → 1 (3.25) becomes
(3.26) −∂tu+ ∂xw + w −wu = 0
Taking w = ux one has
(3.27) −ut + uxx + ux − uux = 0❀ ut + uux + uxx − ux = 0
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which is a kind of perturbed Burger’s equation with perturbation −ux. One should examine
here more closely the zero curvature condition dA + A2 = 0 and its meaning (cf. Sections
7-8). 
4. EXCURSION TO QKP AND HIROTA EQUATIONS
Now referring to [13] for some details, we give a somewhat expanded version of various
features developed there. Thus one has for qKP a Lax operator (A44) L = Dq + a0 +∑∞
1 aiD
−i
q with equations (A45) ∂jL = [L
j
+, L] where ∂j ∼ ∂/∂tj for t = (t1, t2, · · · ).
There is a gauge operator S = 1 +
∑
w˜jD
−j
q satisfying L = SDqS
−1. We use now eq, Eq
as in (2.1) and (A3) and note for ξ =
∑∞
1 tiz
i that the wave functions are given via
(A46) ψq = Seq(xz)exp(ξ) and ψ
∗
q = (S
∗)−1x/qexp1/q(−xz)exp(−ξ). Then there is a tau
function τq(t) = τ(t+ c(x)) where
(4.1) c(x) = [x]q =
(
(1− q)x
(1− q) ,
(1− q)2x2
2(1 − q2) ,
(1− q)3x3
3(1 − q3) , · · ·
)
leading to
(4.2) ψq =
τq(x, t− [z−1])
τq(x, t)
expq(xz)exp(ξ); ψ
∗
q =
τq(x, t+ [z
−1])
τq(x, t)
exp 1
q
(−xz)exp(−ξ)
where [z] = (z, z2/2, z3/3, · · · ). Vertex operators for KP are defined via
X(t, z) = exp(ξ)exp(−
∞∑
1
(∂i/i)z
−i) = exp(ξ(t, z)exp(−ξ(∂˜ , z−1))
The Schur polynomials are defined via
(4.3)
∑
Z
p˜k(x, t1, · · · )zk = expq(xz)exp(
∞∑
1
tkz
k); p˜k(x, t) = pk(t+ c(x));
pn(y) =
∑(yk11
k1!
)(
yk22
k2!
)
· · · ;
∞∑
0
pn(y)z
n = exp(ξ(y, z))
It is unrealistic to compute the actual qKP equation analogous to (A42) from say (A45)
and one resorts to Hirota type equations for such calculations (cf. [13] for a variety of
relevant Hirota equations). We look first at Hirota equations for f = Dnτq (n ≥ 1) in the
form (Dh(x) = Tqh(x) = h(qx))
(4.4) ∂1∂rf · f = 2pr+1(∂˜)f · f = 2
r+1∑
0
pj(−∂˜)fpr+s+1−j(∂˜)f
with standard Schur polynomials. We indicate a few calculations; first for n = 1, r = 1
(4.5) ∂1∂1log(f) =
1
f2
2∑
0
pj(−∂˜)fp2−j(∂˜)f = ∂21 log(f)
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This is tautological. We recall also D = 1 + (q − 1)xDq and D2 = 1 + (q2 − 1)xDq + q(q −
1)2x2D2q with
(4.6) D3 = (q − 1)3q3x3D3q + q2x2(q − 1)(q2 − 1)D2q + (q3 − 1)xDq + 1
Then for n = 1, r = 2 one has (A47) ∂1∂2f · f =
∑2
0 pj(−∂˜)fp3−j(∂˜)f . Better, we want
D3q in the act so try e.g. n = 3, r = 2. The case r = 3, n = 3 gives (A48) ∂1∂3f · f =
2
∑4
0 pj(−∂˜)fp4−j(∂˜)f . This leads to a reasonable enough expression involving products of
derivatives of f but it is hard to recognize its relation to KP. Therefore we go to a variation
of the Hirota formulas developed in [13] which leads directly to expressions in terms of logτ
(or logf here). We simply state the result here and refer to [13] for the proof.
THEOREM 4.1. Using the differential Fay identity one shows (following [18]) that the
classical KP Hirota equations can be written directly in terms of u = ∂2logτ via an equation
(A49) pi(Zj(u)) =
∑
n+ℓ=ℓ−1 ∂
−1
1 ∂nu. Here (A50) pi(Zj) =
∑
n+ℓ=i−1 pℓ(−∂˜)∂n∂1logτ
and Zj =
∑
k+m=j ∂
2
1 F˜km where F˜km = pk(−∂˜)pm(−∂˜)u.
A simple minded version of this can be phrased in a different form via
(4.7) (
∞∑
1
pk(−∂˜)pm(−∂˜)λ−k−m∂1logτ)(1 +
∞∑
1
λ−n−1
∞∑
0
pℓ(−∂˜)λ−ℓ∂n∂1logτ) =
=
∞∑
1
λ−n−1
∞∑
0
pℓ(−∂˜)λ−ℓ∂n∂21 logτ
Then equate powers of λ and write (f = ∂1logτ)
(4.8) (
∞∑
1
pkmλ
−k−mf)(1 +
∞∑
n=1
∞∑
ℓ=0
pℓ∂nλ
−n−ℓ−1f) =
∑∑
pℓ∂nλ
−n−ℓ−1∂1f
(4.9)
∞∑
k,m=1
pkmλ
−k−mf +
∞∑
k,m=1
∞∑
n=1
∞∑
ℓ=0
pk,mfpℓ∂nfλ
−k−m−ℓ−n−1 =
=
∞∑
n=1
∞∑
ℓ=0
pℓ∂nλ
−n−ℓ−1∂1f
(4.10) λ−2 : p11f = ∂
2
1f ; λ
−3 : 2p12f = ∂2∂1f + p1∂
2
1f ;
λ−4 : (2p13 + p22)f + p11f∂1f = ∂3∂1f + p1∂2∂1f + p2∂
2
1f
We can adapt this to (4.4) since e.g. (4.7)-(4.10) applies to situations with Hirota formula
∂1∂rτ · τ = 2pr+1(∂˜)τ · τ via
(4.11)
∮
ψ∗(t, λ)ψ(t′, λ)dλ = 0❀
∮
τ(t+ [λ−1])τ(t′ − [λ−1])e
∑
(t′i−ti)λ
i
dλ = 0
Let t→ t+ y, t′ → t− y to obtain
(4.12) 0 =
∮
τ(t+ y + [λ−1])τ(t− y − [λ−1])e−2
∑
yiλidλ =
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=
∮
e
∑
yi∂i+
∑
∂˜iλ
−i
τ · τe−2
∑
yiλ
i
dλ =
∮ ∑
pn(−2y)λn
∑
pℓ(∂˜)λ
−ℓe
∑
yi∂iτ · τdλ
The Hirota formula for (4.4) arise from
(4.13) 0 =
∮
eξ(t,z)
∑
pℓ(−∂˜)z−ℓDnτqe−ξ(t′,z)
∑
pk(∂˜)z
−kDnτq
Then for the power λ−4 in (4.10) one gets
(4.14) −2∂(−(1/3)∂3 + (1/2)∂∂2 − (1/6)∂3)f + (1/4)(∂2 − ∂2)2f + ∂2f∂f =
∂∂3f − ∂2∂2f + (1/2)(∂2 − ∂2)∂2f
leading to
(4.15) ∂∂3f = (1/4)∂
4f + (3/4)∂22f + 3∂
2f∂f
For f = ∂logτ we recognize this as a KP equation (A51) ∂3u = (1/4)∂
3u+ (3/4)∂22∂
−1u+
3u∂u. For f = ∂1D
3logτq we think of ∂ ∼ ∂1 and specify e.g. u˜ = ∂21D3logτq. Then (A51)
becomes
(4.16) ∂3u˜ =
1
4
∂31 u˜+
3
4
∂22∂
−1
1 u˜+ 3(∂1u˜)u˜
This says that u˜ (and in fact any uˆ = ∂21D
nlogτq) satisfies a standard KP equation in the
t variables. Here t1 + x is the first argument of τq = τ(t + c(x)) and x plays no role; not
surprisingly ∂21τ(t+D
nc(x)) satisfies KP in the t variables (note from [1, 2]
Note now from [1, 2] that Dnc(x) = c(x) −∑n1 [λ−1i ] where Dλn = λn+1 and λ−1i =
(1− q)xqi−1. Generally from [1, 2] again the operators
(4.17) Q = D +
∑
−∞<i≤0
ai(x)D
i; Qq = Dq +
∑
−∞<i≤0
bi(x)D
i
q
satisfy (π(k) = ± for k even or odd)
(4.18) aℓ(x) = poly. in

∂k
∂ti1 ···∂tik
log[τ(c(x) + t)π(k)Dℓ+1τ(c(x) + t)] (k ≥ 2)∑ℓ+1
1 λ
j
i (x) + ∂j log
Dℓ+1τ(c(x)+t)
τ(c(x)+t) (k = 1)
Further
(4.19) ai(x) =
∑
0≤k≤n−i
[
k + i
k
]
bk+i(x)
(−x(q − 1)qi)k
Consider now the Hirota formula from [1, 13] (n > m)
(4.20) 0 =
∮
Dneq(xz)e
ξ(t,z)
∑
pℓ(−∂˜)z−ℓτ(t+ c(x))·
Dm+1e1/q(−xz)e−ξ(t
′,z)
∑
pk(∂˜)z
−kτ(t′ + c(x))dz
and recall that we need a way to handle the expression Dneq(xz)D
m+1e1/q(−xz) for n =
m+1+ s with s > 0. One can write now Dn = Dm+1Ds and use formulas for Ds in terms
of Dq. For small s these were worked out in [13] and we have e.g. (A52) D = 1+(q−1)xDq
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with (♣) qxDqf = Dqx = qxDq + 1.
REMARK 4.1. A nice general formula for Dn in terms of Dmq was indicated by J. Cigler
(cf. [22] for background). Thus start from xn =
∑n
0
[
n
m
]
q
(x − 1)(x − q) · · · (x − qm−1)
to get Dn =
∑n
0
[
n
m
]
q
(D − 1)(D − q) · · · (D − qm−1) (note xm(x−1; q)m = (x − 1)(x −
q) · · · (x− qm−1)). Then since (D− 1)(D− q) · · ·D− qm−1) = (q− 1)mqm(m−1)/2xmDmq one
obtains the formula
(4.21) Dn =
n∑
0
[
n
m
]
q
(q − 1)mxmqm(m−1)/2Dmq
We will rewrite the formulas below involving Ds in terms of (4.21) later. 
Using brute force (or (4.21)) for a few low order situations one has (A53) D2 = 1+(q2−
1)xDq + q(q − 1)2x2D2q . We note also[
n
m
]
q
=
(qn − 1) · · · (qn−m+1 − 1)
(qm − 1) · · · (q − 1) =
[n]q
[m]q[n−m]q
Similarly
(4.22) D3 = (q − 1)3q3x3D3q + qx2(q − 1)(q3 − 1)D2q + (q3 − 1)xDq + 1
Then e.g. for s = 1 write (A54) Deq = eq + (q − 1)xzeq] so Dm+1Deq = Dm+1eq + (q −
1)qm+1xzDm+1eq. Since D
m+1eq(xz)D
m+1e1/q(−xz) = 1 the integrand in (4.20) picks up
a factor [1 + (q − 1)qm+1xz]. Next for s = 2 one has
(4.23) Dm+1D2eq = [(1 + (q
2 − 1)qm+1xz + q2m+3x2z2(q − 1)2]Dm+1eq
Finally for s = 3 we write
(4.24) D3eq = [1 + (q
3 − 1)xz + qx2(q3 − 1)z2 + (q − 1)3q3x3z3]eq; Dm+1D3eq =
[1 + (q3 − 1)qm+1xz + q2m+3(q3 − 1)x2z2 + (q − 1)3q3m+6x3z3]Dm+1eq
Generally one has then (A55) Dseq =
∑s
0 fj(q, x)z
jeq (with the fj ∼ fjs given via Remark
4.1) so that
(4.25) Dm+1Dseq =
s∑
0
fj(q, q
m+1x)zjDm+1eq
This leads to a possibly useful result for small s. First, using (4.25) with n = m + 1 + s,
the Hirota formula (4.20) leads to
(4.26) 0 =
∮
e−2
∑
∞
1 yiz
i
s∑
0
fj(q, q
m+1x)zje
∑
∞
1 yi∂i
∞∑
0
pℓ(∂˜)z
−ℓFq · Fq
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where Fq(t) = D
m+1τq(t). Thus one has residue terms based on
(4.27)
∮ ∞∑
0
pi(−2y)zi
s∑
0
f sj z
j(1 +
∑
ym∂m +O(yiyj))
∞∑
0
pℓ(∂˜)z
−ℓFq · Fq = 0
leading to the terms where i+ j − ℓ = −1, namely
(4.28)
∑
i
pi(−2y)
s∑
j=0
f sj (q, q
m+1x)pi+j+1(∂˜)(1 +
∑
ym∂m)Fq · Fq = 0
We look for the coefficient of yr via
(4.29) −2
s∑
j=0
f sj pr+j+1(∂˜)Fq · Fq +
s∑
j=0
f sj pj+1(∂˜)∂rFq · Fq = 0
THEOREM 4.2. Hirota equations for qKP with n = m + 1 + s in (4.20) are given via
(4.29) with the f sj for s = 1, 2, 3 indicated in (A54), (4.23), and (4.24).
Then for s = 0 we get (f00 = 1)
(4.30) −2pr+1(∂˜)Fq · Fq + ∂1∂rFq · Fq = 0
as in (4.4). For completeness we write out a few formulas. Thus (A56) s = 1 ∼∑10 f1j zj =
1 + (q − 1)xz; s = 2 ∼∑20 f2j z2 = 1 + (q2 − 1)xz + qx2(q − 1)2z2; and s = 3 ∼∑30 f3j zj =
1+ (q3 − 1)xz + q2x2(q2 − 1)z2 + (q − 1)3q3x3z3. A typical formula then from (4.29) would
be
COROLLARY 4.1. For s = 2 the Hirota equations become (f20 = 1, f
2
1 = (q
2−1)x, f22 =
qx2(q − 1)2)
(4.31) 0 = −2[pr+1(∂˜) + f21 pr+2(∂˜) + f22 pr+3(∂˜)]Fq · Fq+
+[p1(∂˜) + f
2
1p2(∂˜) + f
2
2p3(∂˜)]∂rFq · Fq
These are certainly different from the classical situation as exemplified in (4.30). However
they are again equations in the ti variables and Dq only arises via Fq = D
m+1τq with D
action on τq via Dτq = τ(t+Dc(x)) = τ(t+ c(x)− [λ−11 ]) = τ(t+ c(qx)) where λ−1n = (1−
q)xqn−1 (note e.g. x−λ−11 = x− (1− q)x = qx). Thus one could write e.g. (A57) Dc(x) =
c(x − [λ−11 ]) = c(qx) = exp(
∑
λ−i1 ∂i)c(x). Note also (A58) D
nc(x) = c(x) −∑n1 [λ−1i (x)]
and we mention in passing the lovely formula from [4]
(4.32)
n∏
k=m+2
(
1− z
λk
)
=
n∏
m+2
exp
(
∞∑
1
1
i
(
z
λk
)i)
= Dneq(xz)D
m+1eq(xz)
−1
to supplement considerations before Theorem 3.2 (note [λ−11 ] ∼ ((1/i)λ−i1 )).
There is some incentive now to look at Hirota formulas for qKP of the type mentioned
in [13, 47] written as
(4.33) ReszD
n
q ∂
αψqψ
∗
q = 0; α = (α1, α2, · · · )
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It is not specified whether or not t = t′ in ψq and ψ
∗
q respectively and we will consider this
below. The Dickey lemma used here is
(4.34) Resz(Peq(xz)Q
∗
x/qe1/q(−xz)) = ResDq(PQ)
proved as follows. Let P =
∑
piD
i
q and Q
∗ =
∑
qjD
j
1/q. Then
Resz[Peq(xz)Q
∗
x/qe1/q(−xz)] = Res[
∑
piz
ieq
∑
qj(x/q)(−q)jzje1/q] =
(4.35) =
∑
i+j=−1
(−q)jpi(x)qj(x/q)
Now Q∗ =
∑
qjD
j
1/q and one knows that V =
∑
vmD
m
q has adjoint V
∗ = (D∗q )
jqj where
D∗q = −(1/q)D1/q . This implies that V ∗ =
∑
(−q)−jD1/qqj and hence Q∗ =
∑
qj(x/q)D
j
1/q
comes from Q =
∑
(−q)jDjqqj(x/q) and
(4.36) ResDq(PQ) =
∑
i+j=−1
(−q)jpi(x)qj(x/q)
as desired. We note also from [4] that the Hirota bilinear identity for standard KP arises
from
(4.37)
∮
ψ(x, t, z)ψ∗(x′, t′, z)dz = 0
Hence (and this goes back to [25])
(4.38)
∮
(∂αψ(x, t, z))ψ∗(x′, t′, z)dz = 0
Subsequently one can send (x′, t′) → (x, t) or not. The same reasoning should apply for
qKP, given that e.g.
(4.39) ψq = (Seq(xz))e
ξ = (1 +
∑
w˜jz
−j)eq(xz)e
ξ τq(t− [z−1)
τq(t)
where S = 1 +
∑
w˜jD
−j
q and τq(t) = τ(t+ c(x)). For n = 1 = m+ 1 one has also
(4.40)
∮
Dψq(x, t, z)Dψ
∗(x, t′, z)dz = 0 ⇐⇒
∮
ψq(x, t, z)ψ
∗
q (x, t
′, z)dz = 0 ⇐⇒
⇐⇒
∮
eξ(t,z)−ξ(t
′,z)τ(t+ c(x)− [z−1])τ(t′ + c(x) + [z−1])dz = 0
and the latter equation is equivalent to the standard KP formula as in (4.37) but with the
stipulation x = x′ in (4.37). Now write eq(xz) = exp
∑∞
1 ci(x)z
i so that eq(xz)exp(ξ) =
exp[
∑∞
1 (ti + ci(x))z
i] and note that ti + ci(x) → ti and t′i + ci(x) → t′i puts the second
equation in (4.40) into the same pattern as (4.37), with new variables ti, t
′
i; subsequently
one could set ti = ti + c(x) and t
′
i = t
′
i + ci(x
′), leading to
(4.41) 0 =
∮
ψq(x, t, z)ψ
∗
q (x
′, t′, z)dz
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(alternatively one could take t′i = t
′′
i − ci(x) + ci(x′)). This will enable us to state
THEOREM 4.3. The Hirota relations (4.33) are valid in the form
(4.42)
∮ (
Dnq ∂
αψq(x, t, z)
)
ψ∗q (x
′, t′, z)dz = 0
For completeness, if nothing else, let’s see what this engenders. Recall Dq(fg) = (Dqf)g+
(Df)Dqg and ψq = eq(xz)exp(ξ)τ(t + c(x) − [z−1]). Also Dc(x) = (ci(x) − (1/i)λ−i1 ) =
(ci(qx)) and τq(t) = exp(
∑
cn(x)∂n)τ(t). Further D
nc(x) = c(x) −∑n1 [λ−1i ] where again
λ−1n = (1− q)xqn−1. Thus τ±q ∼ τq(t+ c(x)± [z−1]) and
(4.43) Dqψ ∼ eξ[zeq(xz)τ−q + eq(qxz)Dqτ−q ]; ∂rψq ∼ eq(xz)[zreξτ−q + eξ∂rτ−q ]
Play this off against eq(xz)
−1exp(ξ′)τ(t′ + c(x) + [z−1]) then to get
(4.44) Dqψqψ
∗
q ∼ eξ−ξ
′
[z + eq(qxz)eq(xz)
−1Dq]τ
−
q (t)τ
+(t′)
But then by (4.31) (cf. also (4.25)) we know (Deq)e
−1
q = 1 − (z/λ1) = 1 + xz(q − 1) so
(A59) (Dqψq)ψ
∗
q = exp(ξ − ξ′)[z + (1 + xz(q − 1))Dq ]τ−q (t)τ+q (t′). Similarly
(4.45) ∂rψq = exp(ξ − ξ′)(zr + ∂r)τ−q (t)τ+q (t′)
We compute also D2q and D
3
q via
(4.46) D2qψq = e
ξ[z(zeq(xz)τ
−
q + eq(qxz)Dτ
−
q ) + qzeq(qxz)Dqτ
−
q + eq(q
2xz)D2qτ
−
q ] =
= eξ[z2eqτ
−
q + (q + 1)zeq(qxz)Dqτ
−
q + eq(q
2xz)D2qτ
−
q ]
Then note that eq(qxz)eq(xz)
−1 = 1+xz(q−1) again and eq(q2xz)eq(xz)−1 = [1−(z/λ1)][1−
(z/λ2)] = [1− z(1− q)x][1− z(1− q)xq] = 1− z(1− q2)x+ z2(1− q)2x2q (cf. also (4.23)).
Consequently
(4.47) (D2qψ(t))ψ
∗
q (t
′) = eξ−ξ
′{[1 + xz(q2 − 1) + x2z2q(1− q)2](D2qτ−q (t))τ+q (t′)+
+z2τ−q (t)τ
+
q (t
′) + [(q + 1)z + (q2 − 1)xz2](Dqτ−q (t))τ+q (t′)}
One can also write now (recall λ−1i = (1− q)xqi−1)
(4.48)
n∏
1
(
1− z
λk
)
= Dneq(xz)eq(xz)
−1 = 1− z
n∑
1
1
λi
+ z2
n∑
i<j
1
λiλj
− · · ·+ (−1)
nzn
λ1 · · ·λn
This can be written as (A60) Dneq(xz)eq(xz)
−1 =
∑n
0 (−1)iziΛi(q, x) (cf. also (4.25)). For
D3 we write
(4.49) D3ψq = e
ξ{z2[zeq +DeqDq] + (q + 1)z[qzeq +D2eqD2q ] + [q2zeq +D3eqD3q ]}τ−q =
= eξ{(z3 + (q + 1)qz2 + q2z)eq + z2(Deq)Dq + (q + 1)z(D2eq)D2q + (D3eq)D3q}τ−q
This implies
(4.50) (D3ψq)ψ
∗
q = e
ξ−ξ′{[z3 + (q + 1)qz2 + q2z]τ−q (t)τ+q (t′)+
+z2(1− zΛ1)(Dqτ−q (t))τ+q (t′) + (q + 1)z(1 − zΛ1 + z2Λ2)(D2qτ−q (t)τ+q (t′)+
+(1− zΛ1 + z2Λ2 − z3Λ3)(D3qτ−q (t))τ+q (t′)
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The coefficients for Dq and D
2
q can be expressed in the Λi via (note for λ
−1
0 = (1− q)xq−1
one has Dnλ−10 = λ
−1
n )
(4.51) Dq(eqτ
−
q ) = (zeq +DeqDq)τ
−
q ; Dq(eqτ
−
q )e
−1
q = [z + (Deq)e
−1
q ]τ
−
1 =
= [z + 1− λ1z]τ−q ; D2q(eqτ−q ) = [(z(zeq +DeqDq) + qzDeqDq +D2eqD2q ]τ−q ;
D2q (eqτ
−
q )e
−1
q = [z
2 + z(1− Λ1z)Dq + qz(1 − Λ1z)Dq + (1− Λ1z + Λ2z2)D2q ]τ−q (t)
Compare this with (4.47) via
(4.52) z(1 + q)(1− Λ1z) = z(1 + q)(1 + (q − 1)xz) = (q + 1)z + (q2 − 1)xz2
as desired.
Now go to (4.42) and look at some Hirota formulas in the form
(4.53)
∮
[Dnq ∂
α(eξeq(xz)τq(t− [z−1]))](eξ′eq(xz)−1τq(t+ [z−1])) = 0
One can bring ∂α inside via (A59); for example
(4.54) ∂a∂b(e
ξτq) = e
ξ(za+b + zb∂a + z
a∂b + ∂a∂b)τq
We will only check a few cases. Thus for ∂r = ∂3 and n = 0 with t→ t− y and t′ → t+ y
(4.55) 0 =
∮
eξ−ξ
′
[(z3 + ∂3)τ
−
q (t)]τ
+
q (t
′) =
=
∮
e−2
∑
ymzm(z3 + ∂3)(exp(
∑
(−∂˜i)z−i)τq(t− y)exp(
∑
∂˜jz
−j)τq(t+ y)dz
Write this as
(4.56) 0 =
∮
e−2
∑
ymzmz3[e
∑
yn∂n
∑
pℓ(∂˜)z
−ℓτq · τq]dz+
+
∮
e−
∑
2yiz
i
e
∑
ym∂m
∑
pℓ(∂˜)z
−ℓτq · ∂3τq
REMARK 4.2. We note here an abuse of notation in the bilinear notation. Precisely
one should write
(4.57) ∂jma · b =
∂m
∂smj
a(tj + sj)b(tj − sj)|s=0
but in KP practice one is writing e.g.
(4.58) f(t+ y + [z−1])g(t − y − [z−1]) = exp(
∑
∂˜iz
−i)exp(
∑
ym∂m)f · g
and then after a residue calculation one sets the coefficient of say yr equal to zero. It seems
that t is playing the role of s here but it is deliberately not being subsequently set equal to
zero. Thus f · g in KP means (4.58) and not (4.57). 
For a residue calculation in (4.56) we consider first
(4.59)
∮ ∑
pk(−2y)zk
∑
pℓ(∂˜)z
−ℓ[z3τq · τq + τq · ∂3τq]dz = 0
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this seems awkward so it is better look at
(4.60)
0 =
∮
[
∑
pk(−2y)zkexp(−
∑
ym∂m)z
3
∑
pℓ(−∂˜)z−ℓτqexp(
∑
ym∂m)
∑
pn(∂˜)z
−nτq+
+
∑
pk(−2y)zkexp(−
∑
ym∂m)∂3
∑
pℓ(−∂˜)z−ℓτqexp(
∑
ym∂m)
∑
pn(∂˜)z
−nτq]dz
Now one can group powers with k + 3− ℓ− n = −1 in the first terms and k − ℓ− n = −1
in the second. For the coefficient of yr say it is best to take pr(−2y) with r fixed and vary
ℓ and n; then use p0(−2y) = 1 against ±∂r with ℓ+ n varying again. Thus pick k = r and
posit
(4.61) −2
∑
ℓ+n=r+4
pℓ(−∂˜)τqpn(∂˜)τq − 2
∑
ℓ+n=r+1
pℓ(−∂˜)∂3τqpn(∂˜)τq+
+
∑
ℓ+n=r+4
pℓ(−∂˜)(−∂r)τqpn(∂˜)τq +
∑
ℓ+n=r+1
pℓ(−∂˜)∂3τqpn(∂˜)∂rτq = 0
as a Hirota equation. For a simple Hirota equation involving Dq one can take α = 0 and
n = 1 in (4.53). Then via (A59) one has
(4.62)
∮
eξ−ξ
′
([z + xz(q − 1)Dq]τ−q (t))τ+q (t′)dz = 0
This leads to
(4.63)
∮
e−2
∑
ymzm[τ−q (t− y)τ+q (t+ y) + z([1 + x(q − 1)Dq]τ−q (t− y))τ+q (t+ y)]dz = 0
Written out this is
(4.64)
∮ ∑
pk(−2y)zk{
∑
pℓ(−∂˜)z−ℓe−
∑
yj∂jτq
∑
pn(∂˜)z
ne
∑
yj∂jτq+
+z[1 + x(q − 1)Dq]
∑
pℓ(−∂˜)z−ℓe−
∑
yj∂jτq
∑
pn(∂˜)z
−ne
∑
yj∂jτq}dz = 0
Picking the coefficient of yr again we get r−ℓ−n = −1 for the first terms and r+1−ℓ−n = −1
for the second leading to
(4.65) 0 = −2
∑
ℓ+n=r+1
pℓ(−∂˜)τqpn(∂˜)τq − 2
∑
ℓ+n=r+2
pℓ(−∂˜)[1 + x(q − 1)Dq]τqpn(∂˜)τq−
−
∑
ℓ+n=r+1
pℓ(−∂˜)∂rτqpn(∂˜)τq +
∑
ℓ+n=r+2
pℓ(−∂˜)[1 + x(q − 1)Dq]τqpn(∂˜)∂rτq
This seems to provide the simplest Hirota equation involving Dq directly.
THEOREM 4.4. Equations (4.61) and (4.65) provide typical Hirota equations in the
context of Theorem 4.3.
Even for these simplest of equations the calculations leading to qKP type equations are
tedious, with little simplification arising (see Section 10 for a more productive approach
involving qKdV).
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5. EQUATIONS ON THE Q-PLANE
In [13] we sketched an heuristic derivation of a q-plane (xt = qtx) Burger’s type equation
(as in Example 3.1) from a zero curvature condition dA+A2 = 0 where df = D−1t ∂
x
q fdx+
∂tqfdt (with e.g. ∂
x
q f = Dq−2fdx etc.). This was not very revealing so we want to examine
in more detail the zero curvature idea on a quantum plane following e.g. [9, 19, 23, 30, 36,
38, 59] (cf. also Section 6). We note first a variation on this from [13], namely
EXAMPLE 5.1. Try e.g. xdx = q2dxx (Γ+ style as in [9, 54]) with [dx, t] = adt, [dx, dt] =
0 = (dt)2 = (dx)2, and [dt, x] = adt for consistency. Then dxn = [[n]]q−2x
n−1dx =
[[n]]q2dxx
n−1; we write this here as ∂qx
ndx (recall [[n]]q2 = (q
2n−1)/(q2−1)). Further take
dtt = tdt so
(5.1) df = ∂qfdx+ (a+ 1)ftdt
Try A = wdt+ udx as before so
(5.2) dA = (∂qw + (a+ 1)ut)dxdt
For A2 we note that xt = tx is compatible with the conditions above and e.g. (♣) wdtwdt =
w(x, t)w(x + a)(dt)2 = 0 while for udxudx one notes dxf(x) = D−2fdx while (♠) dxtm =
tmdx+matm−1dt implies that dxu = D−2x udx+ aD
−2
x utdt. This leads to
(5.3) A2 = [w(x, t)w(x + a, t) + uaD−2x ut + uD
−2
x w]dtdx
Hence dA+A2 = F = 0 requires
(5.4) w(x, t)w(x + a, t) + auD−2x ut + uD
−2
x w + ∂qw + (a− 1)ut = 0
Note if q → 1 one obtains (•) w2 + uw + wx + ut = 0 which for w = ux implies () u2x +
uux+uxx+ut = 0 which is a kind of perturbation of the Burger’s equation by a (ux)
2 term
(constants can be adjusted by changes of variables etc.) 
One can examine the zero curvature idea on a q-plane for example at some length (cf.
[9, 19, 23, 30, 36, 38, 59] and this gets into a long discussion of differential calculi (DC) and
differential geometry (DG) over algebras (cf. [9] for a survey and see also [73, 74] for some
fundamental information). In this paper we only give a brief treatment of some essential
ideas and concentrate on some examples. First from [36] one considers the q-plane with
generators xi ∼ (x, y) and ξi ∼ dxi ∼ (ξ, η) for the algebra of forms Ω∗ = Ω0⊗Ω1⊗Ω2 (cf.
also Remark 3.2). The relations are
(5.5) xy = qyx; ξ2 = 0; η2 = 0; ηξ + ξη = 0; xξ = q2ξx;
xη = qηx+ (q2 − 1)ξy; yξ = qξy; yη = q2ηy
These conditions can be written in the form
(5.6) Rˆ =

q 0 0 0
0 q − q−1 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 q
 ; x
ixj − q−1Rˆijkℓxkx[ℓ = 0
xiξj − qRˆijkℓξkxℓ = 0
ξiξj + qRˆijkℓx
kξℓ = 0
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Writing the generators (a, b, c, d) of SLq(2,C) in matrix form the invariance of Ω
∗ under
SLq(2C) action follows via
(5.7) Rˆijkℓa
k
ma
ℓ
n = a
i
ka
j
ℓRˆ
kℓ
mn; a
i
j =
(
a b
c d
)
Now introduce the trivial differential calculus (DC) on SLq(2,C) via (A61) da
i
j = 0 so that
coaction on xi and ξi is described by (A62) xi
′
= aij ⊗ xj and ξi
′
= aij ⊗ ξj. From (5.7) it
follows that xi
′
and ξi
′
satisfy the same relations as xi and ξi. Then introduce the 1-form
(A63) θ = xη− qyξ. Evidently θ2 = 0 and θ is invariant under coaction of SLq(2,C) where
(A64) θ
′
= 1⊗ θ. In fact, up to scalar multiples, it is the only invariant element of Ω1 and
one has (A65) xiθ = qθxi with ξiθ = −q−3θξi. To fix the definition of a covariant derivative
one must first introduce a suitable operator (A66) σ : Ω1 ⊗A Ω1 σ→ Ω1 ⊗A Ω1 satisfying
π(σ + 1) = 0 where π is the projection Ω(V )⊗C(V ) Ω1(V )→ Ω2(V ) (do not confuse this σ
with the σ of Remark 3.1). Here σ is the inverse of qRˆ written as
(5.8) σ(ξ ⊗ ξ) = q−2ξ ⊗ ξ; σ(ξ ⊗ η) = q−1η ⊗ ξ; σ(η ⊗ η) = q−2η ⊗ η;
σ(η ⊗ ξ) = q−1ξ ⊗ η − (1− q2)η ⊗ ξ
The extension to Ω1⊗Ω0 Ω1 is given by the right Ω0 linearity, and in this situation σ is also
left Ω0 linear (with (A66) evidently satisfied). As a result of linearity of finds
(5.9) σ(ξ ⊗ θ) = q−3θ ⊗ ξ; σ(θ ⊗ ξ) = qξ ⊗ θ − (1− q−2)θ ⊗ ξ;
σ(η ⊗ θ) = q−3θ ⊗ η; σ(θ ⊗ η) = qη ⊗ θ − (1− q−2)θ ⊗ η
along with (A67) σ(θ⊗ θ) = q−2θ⊗ θ. Note that, even though θ2 6= 1, σ satisfies the Hecke
relation (A68) (σ+1)(σ−q−2) = 0. Now there is a unique one parameter family of covariant
derivatives compatible with the algebraic structure (5.5). It is given via (A69) Dξ =
µ4xiθ ⊗ θ where µ has the dimensions of inverse length. From the invariance of θ it follows
that D is invariant under the coaction of SLq(2,C) and from (A63) one sees that the
torsion (d− πD)θ = 0.
REMARK 5.1. Now a few remarks about covariant derivatives may be helpful. Thus
let V be a differential manifold and let (Ω∗(V ), d) be the ordinary DC on V. Let H be a
vector bundle over V associated to some principal bundle P. Let C(V ) be the algebra of
smooth functions on V and H the left C(V ) module of smooth sections of H. A connection
on P is equivalent to a covariant derivative on H. This in turn can be characterized as a
linear map
(5.10) H
D→ Ω1(V )⊗C(V ) H; D(fψ) = df ⊗ ψ + fDψ
for arbitrary f ∈ C(V ) and ψ ∈ H. There is an immediate extension of D to a map
(A70) Ω∗(V )⊗C(V )H→ Ω∗(V )⊗C(V ) H be requiring that it be an antiderivation of degree
1. This definition has a direct extension to NC geometry. Thus let A be an algebra and
(Ω∗(A), d) a DC over A. One defines a covariant derivative on a left A-module H as a map
(A71) H
D→ Ω1(A) ⊗ H which satisfies (5.10) with f ∈ A. Again there is an extension of
D to a map Ω∗(A) ⊗A H → Ω∗(A) ⊗A H as an antiderivation of degree 1. Next a linear
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connection on V can be defined as a connection on the cotangent bundle to V, characterized
via
(5.11) Ω1(V )
D→ Ω1(V )⊗C(V ) Ω1(V ); D(fξ) = df + fDξ
for f ∈ C(V ) and ξ ∈ Ω1(V ). By extension a linear connection over a general NC algebra
A with a DC (Ω∗(A), d) can be defined as a linear map (A73) Ω1
D→ Ω1 ⊗A Ω1 satisfying
(5.11) for f ∈ A and ξ ∈ Ω1 = Ω1(A). The module Ω1 has a natural structure as a right
A-module but in the NC case it is impossible in general to consistently impose the condition
D(ξf) = D(fξ) and a substitute must be found. Here one postulates the existence of a
map Ω1⊗AΩ1 σ→ Ω1⊗AΩ1 satisfying π(σ+1) = 0 as in (A66). One defines then D(ξf) by
(A74) D(ξf) = σ(ξ ⊗ df) + (Dξ)f and requires also that σ be right linear. The extension
of D to Ω1 ⊗A Ω1 is given by (A75) D(ξ ⊗ η) = Dξ ⊗ η + σ12(ξ ⊗Dη) where σ12 = σ ⊗ 1.
Finally a metric g on V can be defined as a C(V )-linear symmetric map of Ω1(V )⊗C(V )Ω1
into C(V ). This makes also if one replaces C(V ) by an algebra A and Ω1(V ) by Ω1(A). By
analogy with the commutative case one says that the covariant derivative (A74) is metric
if the following digram is commutative
Ω1 ⊗A Ω1 D−−−−→ Ω1 ⊗A Ω1 ⊗A Ω1
g
y y1⊗g
A −−−−→
d
Ω1
Since symmetry must in general be imposed relative to σ one requires of g then that
(A76) gσ = g. Going back to the q-plane covariant derivative (A69) one can show that it
is without torsion but there is no solution to g ◦ σ = g so the connection is not metric (see
here also [59]). 
REMARK 5.2. Now go to [30] where a more general picture emerges. The relevant idea
here for us is to work on a generalized q-plane with algebra A generated by (x, y, x−1, y−1)
subject to xy = qyx and the usual relations between elements and their inverses. First on
background we recall that the largest DC over A is the differential envelope or universal DC
(UDC) (Ω∗(A), du) (cf. [9]). Every other DC can be considered as a quotient of it. Indeed
let (Ω∗(A), d) be another DC; then there exists a unique du-homomorphism φ with
A
du−−−−→ Ω1u(A) du−−−−→ Ω2u(A) · · ·
id
y yφ1 yφ2
A −−−−→
d
Ω1(A) −−−−→
d
Ω2(A) · · ·
given via (♣) φ(dua) = da. The restriction φp = φΩpu is defined by (♠) φp(a0dua1 · · · duap) =
a0da1 · · · dap. Consider a given algebra A and suppose that one knows how to construct an
A-module Ω1(A) and an application (•) A d→ Ω1(A). Then using the diagram there is a
method of constructing Ωp(A) as well as the extension of the differential. Since we know
Ω1u(A) and Ω
1(A) we can suppose φ1 is given. The simplest choice of Ω
2(A) would then
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be () Ω2(A) = Ω2u(A)/duKer(φ1); this is the largest DC consistent with the constraints
on Ω1(A). The procedure defines φ2 and d is defined via d(fdg) = dfdg (cf. [9]). Now
to initiate the above construction one starts with the 1-forms using a set of derivations.
Suppose they are interior derivations and this excludes the case where A is commutative.
For each integer n let λa be a set of n linearly independent elements of A and introduce the
derivations ea = ad(λa). In general the ea do not form a Lie algebra but they do satisfy
commutation relations as a consequence of the commutation relations of A. Define the map
(•) via (A77) df(ea) = eaf . Then suppose there is a set of n elements θa ∈ Ω1(A) such that
(A78) θa(eb) = δ
a
b . In the examples such θ
a will exist by explicit construction and they are
referred to as a frame which commutes with the elements f ∈ A via (A79) fθa = θaf .
The A-bimodule Ω1(A) is generated by all elements of the form fdg or of the form (df)g
and because of the Leibnitz rule these conditions are equivalent. Define now θ = −λaθa
and one sees that (A80) df = −[θ, f ] so that as a bimodule Ω1(A) is generated by one
element. It follows also that the 2-form dθ+ θ2 can be written in the form (A81) dθ+ θ2 =
−(1/2)Kabθaθb with coefficients Kab which lie in Z(A). By definition (A82) fdg(ea) = feag
and (dg)f(ea) − (eag)f and using the frame one can write this as (A83) fdg = (feag)θa
and (dg)f = (eag)fθ
a. The commutation relations of the algebra naturally constrain the
relations between fdg and (dg)f . Now as a right module Ω1(A) is free of rank n, and
because of the commutation relations of the algebra, or equivalently, because of the kernel
of φ1 in the quotient () the θ
a satisfy commutation relations which are supposed to be
of the form (A84) θaθb + Cabcdθ
cθd = 0. If Cabcd = δ
a
c δ
b
d then Ω
2(A) = 0 and it follows from
(A84) that for an arbitrary element f ∈ A (A85) [f,Cabcd ]θcθd = 0. One supposes now
that (A86) CabefC
ef
cd = δ
a
c δ
b
d and that the relations (A84) are complete in the sense that if
Aabθ
aθb = 0 then (A87) Aab−CcdabAcd = 0 (this will hold for DC on the generalized quantum
plane considered here). One concludes that Cabcd ∈ Z(A). Note that in ordinary geometry
one can choose (A88) Cabcd = δ
b
cδ
a
d and the relation (A84) expresses the anticommutativity
of 1-forms. Now let Λ∗C be the twisted exterior algebra determined by (A84) and it follows
that (A89) Ω∗ = A ⊗C Λ∗C . Because the 2-forms are generated by products of the θa
one has (A90) dθa = −(1/2)Cabcθbθc and one can assume without loss of generality that
(A91) Cabc+C
a
deC
de
bc = 0. Note however that C
a
bc 6= Z(A) in general. In fact from the identity
d(fθa) = d(θaf) one has (A92) {(1/2)[Cabc, f ] + e(bfδac)}θbθc = 0. Using the definition of
derivations one can write this in the form
(5.12)
(
1
2
Cabc + λ(bδ
a
c) −
1
2
Dabc
)
θbθc = 0
with Dabc ∈ Z(A). One can also suppose that the Dabc satisfy (A91), namely Dabc+DadeCdebc =
0. Now using this and the relations (A84) and (A91) as well as the completeness assump-
tion (A87) one can conclude from (5.12) that (AA92) Cabc −Dabc + λ(bδac) − λ(dδae)Ccdbc = 0.
The equation (5.12) can also be written in the form (A93) dθa = −[θ, θa] − (1/2)Dabcθbθc
with a graded commutator. If Dabc = 0 the form (A80) for the extrerior derivative is valid
for all elements of Ω∗(A) and the element θ plays the role of the phase of a generalized Dirac
operator as in [23]. Now from (A93) one finds that (A94) dθ = −2θ2 + (1/2)λaDabcθbθc.
Comparing this with (A81) one concludes that (A95) θ2 = (1/2)(λaD
a
bc +Kbc)θ
bθc. If we
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suppose that Kbc satisfies (A91) so (A96) Kab+KcdC
cd
ab = 0 then (A97) (λbλc−Cdebc λdλe−
λaD
a
bc−Kbc)θbθc = 0. Using again (A87) there results (A98) λbλc−Cdebc λdλe = λaDabc+Kbc.
Now introduce the twisted bracket (A99) [λa, λb]C = λaλb − Ccdabλcλd and rewrite (A98)
in the form (A100) [λb, λc]C = λaD
a
bc +Kab. If one then writes out the equation d
2f = 0
using (A87)-(A91) there results (A101) [eb, ec]Cf = eafC
a
bc. This is the dual relation to
the Maurer-Cartan equation (A90). The construction (A100) follows from the relation
(A84) assumed for the frame as well as from the conditions imposed on the Cabcd . In the
matrix case the general formalism simplifies considerably via (A102) θa = λbλ
adλb. The
elements of the frame then anticommute and one can choose Cagcd = δ
b
cδ
a
d . Further in (A93)
the first term on the right vanishes and Dabc = C
a
bc; moreover on the right side of (A81)
and (A100) one has Kab = 0. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Finally we look at a specific example for the generalized quantum plane
generated by (x, y, x−1, y−1) with xy = qyx. Define for q 6= 1 (A103) λ1 = qy/(q − 1) and
λ2 = qx/(q − 1). The normalization has been chosen so that the structure elements Ca12
contain no factors q. Note that the λa are singular in the limit q → 1 in the spirit of the QM
limit (A104) (1/~)ad(p) → (1/i)(∂/∂q). One gets (A105) e1x = −xy, eqy = 0, e2x = 0,
and e2y = xy. These rather unusual derivations are extended to arbitrary polynomials in
the generators via Leibnitz and from (A105) one concludes that the commutation relations
following from (A83) are
(5.13) xdx = qdxx; ydx = q−1dxy; xdy = qdyx; ydy = q−1dyy
Using the relations (A105) one finds (A107) dx = −xyθ1 and dy = xyθ2 so solving for
the θa gives (A108) θ1 = −q−1x−1y−1dx and θ2 = q−1x−1y−1dy satisfying (A109) (θ1)2 =
0, (θ2)2 = 0, and θ1θ2 + qθ2θ1 = 0 which has the form (A84). If one reorders the indices
(11, 12, 21, 22) = (1, 2, 3, 4) then Cabcd can be written as
(5.14) C =

1 0 0 0
0 0 q 0
0 q−1 0 0
0 0 0 1

Thus C1221 = q and C
21
12 = q
−1. The structure elements Cabc are given via (A110) C
1
12 = −x
and C212 = −y plus (A91). Equation (AA92) is satisfied and for θ one finds the expression
(A111) θ = (q − 1)−1(qx−1dx− y−1dy) which is a closed form.
EXAMPLE 5.3. As a second example one look at the Wess-Zumino calculus determined
for q4 6= 1 via (B1) λ1 = (q4 − 1)−1x−2y2 and λ2 = (q4 − 1)−1x−2y2. The normalization is
chosen so that the Ca12 contain no q factors. Then for q
2 6= −1
(5.15) e1x =
−x−1y2
q2(q2 + 1)
; e1y =
−x−2y3
(q2 + 1
; e2x = 0; e2y =
−x−2y
q2 + 1
From this the commutation relations following from (A83) are the familiar
(5.16) xdx = q2dxx; xdy = qdyx+ (q2 − 1)dxy; ydx = qdxy; ydy = q2dyy
(covariant DC of Wess-Zumino). If q2 6= −1 one gets (B2) (dx)2 = 0, (dy)2 = 0, and
dydx+qdxdy = 0. Using the relation (A78) one finds (B3) dx = −x−1y2θ1/[q2(q2+1)] and
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dy = −x−2y(y2θ1+ θ2)/(q2+1) and solving for the θa gives (B33) θ1 = −q4(q2+1)xy−2dx
and θ2 = −q2(q2 + 1)x(xy−1dy − dx). There are commutations (B5) (θ1)2 = 0, (θ2)2 = 0,
and q4θ1θ2 + θ2θ1 = 0. This is of the form (A84) if Cabcd is given by
(5.17) C =

1 0 0 0
0 0 q−4 0
0 q4 0 0
0 0 0 1

Thus C1221 = q
−4 and C2112 = q
4. The structure elements Cabc are (B6) C
1
12 = −x−2 and C212 =
−x−2y2. Also (A91) and (AA92) are satisfied. For θ one has (B7) θ = q2y−1dy/(q2 − 1)
which is a closed form. 
6. THE Q-DEFORMED LINE
We note now that the search for Burger’s equation or qKP type equations on a quantum
plane is somewhat distorted since onlyDxq is involved and other variables ti play a traditional
role. Thus we go to [20, 39, 40] for some background information since ad hoc calculations
are not clearly meaningful. We extract first from the lovely paper [20]. Thus a DC over A is
another associative algebra Ω∗(A) with a differential d, which plays the role of the deRham
DC and must tend to this in the commutative limit. The DC is what gives structure to the
set of “points” and determines the dimension. It would determine the nearest neighbors in
a lattice. Over a given A there are many possible DC and the choice depends on what limit
manifold is in mind. One can start with derivations as a set of linear maps of the algebra
into itself satisfying a Leibnitz rule and use them as a basis for constructing differential
forms or one can start with a set of differential forms and construct a set of possibly
twisted derivations which are dual to the forms (twisted in the sense of obeying a modified
Leibnitz rule). One introduces derivations eaf = [λa, f ] as before and suppose the algebra
generated by xi with 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Defining df(eq) = eaf as before one finds in general that
dxi(ea) 6= δia. Then one constructs a new basis θa dual to the basis or derivations ∂i obeying
a modified Leibnitz rule such that dxi(∂j) = δ
i
j . In general both approaches are equivalent.
By construction the θa commute with elements of A and define the structure of the 1-forms
as a bimodule over A. It is also appropriate to add an extra generator Λ called the dilatator
and its inverse Λ−1 chosen so that (B8) xiΛ = qΛxi with Λ unitary; since r and Λ do not
commute the center of the corresponding extension is trivial. For n = 1 now there are two
generators x and Λ with xΛ = qΛx and one chooses x Hermitian and q ∈ R+ with q > 1.
This is a modified version of the Weyl algebra with q real instead of having unit modulus.
One can represent the algebra on a Hilbert space Rq with basis |k > via (B9) x|k >= qk|k >
and Λ|k >= |k + 1 >. The spectrum of Λ will be continuous (in contrast to the analogous
Schwinger basis). Introduce now y by the action (B10) y|k >= k|k > on basis elements.
Then (B11) Λ−1yΛ = y + 1 and one can write x = qy as an equality within R1q. One
occasionally renormalizes y via (B12) z = q−1(q − 1) > 0 with (B13) zy → y. With the
new value of y the spacing between the spectral lines vanishes with z; the old units will be
referred to as Planck units and the new ones as laboratory units. With the new value of t
the spacing between the spectral lines vanishes with z.
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One possible DC over R1q is constructed by setting dΛ = 0 and (B14) xdx = dxx with
dxΛ = qΛdx with frame θ1 = x−1dx. This calculus has an involution (dx)∗ = dx∗ but it is
not based on derivations and it has no covariance properties with respect to SOq(1). Hence
consider another DC Ω∗(R1q) based on the relations (B15) xdx = qdxx and dxΛ = qΛdx.
If one chooses λ1 = −z−1Λ then (B16) e1x = qΛx and e1Λ = 0 with the calculus defined
by the condition df(e1) = e1f . By setting (B17) λ2 = z
−1x and introducing a second
derivation (B18) e2Λ = qΛx and e2x = 0 we could extend the calculus via df(e2) = e2f
and find that xdΛ = qdΛx. However this will not be done since Λ is in a certain sense
an element of the phase space associated to x and one is more interested here in position
space geometry. Now an adjoint derivation e†1 of e1 is defined via (B19) e
†
1 = (e1f
∗)∗.
The e†1 on the left is not an adjoint of an operator e1; it is defined uniquely in terms
of the involution whereas e1 acts on the algebra as a vector space. Since Λ is unitary
one has (λ1)
∗ 6= −λ1 and thus e1 is not a real derivation. Hence introduce a second DC
Ω¯∗(R1q) defined via (B20) xd¯x = q
−1d¯xx and d¯xΛ = qΛd¯x and based on the derivation
e¯1 formed using λ¯1 = −λ∗1. This calculus is defined by the condition d¯f(e¯1) = e¯1f and
e¯1 is also not real. However (B21) e
†
1 = e¯1 and therefore (df)
∗ = d¯f∗. By induction
(B22) e1x
n = z−1(qn − 1)Λxn and e¯1xn = z−1(1 − q−n)Λ−1xn. One can also represent
Ω∗ and Ω¯∗ on Rq via (B23) dx|k >= αqk+1|k + 1 > and d¯|k >= α¯qk|k − 1 > with two
arbitrary parameters α and α¯. One has dx∗ = d¯x if and only if α∗ = α¯; also generally
(B24) d = −z−1αad(Λ) and d¯ = z−1α¯ad(Λ−1) and the relations (B15) and (B20) hold.
The frame elements θ1, θ¯1 dual to the derivations e1, e¯1 are given by
(6.1) θ1 = θ11dx; θ
1
1 = Λ
−1x−1; θ¯1 = θ¯11d¯x; θ¯
1
1 = q
−1Λx−1
On Rq they become the operators (B25) θ
1 = α and θ¯1 = α¯ proportional to the unit
element. Since Ω1 and Ω¯1 are free R1q modules of rank one with special bases θ
1 and θ¯1 one
has (B26) Ω∗ = Λ∗ ⊗R1q and Ω¯∗ = Λ∗⊗R1q where Λ∗ is the exterior algebra over C so the
extension is trivial. One can also construct a real DC Ω∗R which can be developed generally
over an algebra A; since this becomes rather complicated and not really needed we omit it
here. We also omit questions about metrics, gauge fields, etc. and refer to Section 9 for an
example.
7. ZERO CURVATURE EXAMPLES
We explore now some of the frameworks disclosed in earlier sections.
EXAMPLE 7.1. Consider the generalized q-plane of Example 5.2 where xdx = qdxx, ydx =
q−1dxy, xdy = qdyx, and ydy = q−1dyy. Also from qdyx = dxy we have qdydx = dxdy and
a little calculation yields (C1) dxn = [(1−q−n)/(1−q−1)]xn−1dx with dym = [(1−qm)/(1−
q)]ym−1dy. Working from f =
∑
anmx
nym one obtains then (note dxym = qmymdx)
(7.1) df = Dy∂
x
q−1fdx+ ∂
y
q fdy
Set then A = wdy + udx with dA = Dy∂
x
q−1wdxdy + ∂
y
qudydx and, noting that dyxn =
q−nxndy, dyym = qmymdy, and dxym = qmymdx with dxxn = q−nxndx one gets dyw =
D−1x Dywdy and dxu = D
−1
x Dyudx leading to A
2 = wD−1x Dyudydx+ uD
−1
x Dywdxdy; and
(7.2) dA+A2 = 0 = qDy∂
x
q−1w + ∂
y
qu+ wD
−1
x Dyu+ quD
−1
x Dyw
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Setting then e.g. qw = D−1y ∂
x
q−1u one gets
(7.3) ∂yqu+ (∂
x
q−1)
2u+ q−1(D−1x Dyu)(D
−1
y ∂
x
q−1u) + uD
−1
x ∂
x
q−1u = 0
For q → 1 we have (C2) uy + uxx + 2uux = 0 so this appears to be an exact q-form of
Burger’s equation. 
It is interesting to compare this with Example 3.1. The difference arises from the term
xdt = qdtx+(q2−1)dxt in the calculus Γ+ and this suggests that a KP type equation might
arise naturally in the generalized q-plane. In this direction we recall first some examples of
Dimakis-Mu¨ller-Hoissen (cf. [9, 12, 13, 28, 29]).
EXAMPLE 7.2. Consider a calculus based on dt2 = dx2 = dxdt+ dtdx = 0 with [dt, t] =
[dx, t] = [dt, x] = 0 and [dx, x] = ηdt. Assuming the Leibnitz rule d(fg) = (df)g+ f(dg) for
functions and d2 = 0 one obtains (C3) df = fxdx + (ft + (1/2)ηfxx)dt. For a connection
A = wdt + udx the zero curvature condition F = dA + A2 = 0 leads to (C4) (ut − wx +
(η/2)uxx + ηuux = 0 which for wx = 0 is a form of Burger’s equation. 
EXAMPLE 7.3. Next consider [dt, t] = [dx, t] = [dt, x] = [dy, t] = [dt, y] = [dy, y] = 0
with [dx, x] = 2bdy and [dx, y] = [dy, x] = 3adt; further assume dt2 = dy2 = dtdx+ dxdt =
dydt+dtdy = dydx+dxdy = 0. Then (C5) df = fxdx+(fy+bfxx)dy+(ft+3afxy+abfxxxdt).
For A = vdx+ wdt+ udy one finds that dA+A2 = F = 0 implies
(7.4) ux = vy + bvxx + 2bvvx; wx = vt + 3avxy + abvxxx + 3auvx + 3av(vy + bvxx);
wy + bwxx = ut + 3auxy + abuxxx + 3auux − v[2bwx − 3a(uy + buxx)]
Taking e.g. wx = (3a/2b)uy + (3a/2)uxx in the last equation to decouple one arrives at
(C6) ∂x(ut− (ab/2)uxxx +3auux) = (3a/2b)uyy ; for suitable a, b this is KP. One would like
to generalize Example 7.3 in the generalized q-plane of Example 8.1. 
EXAMPLE 7.4. We will try now a somewhat different approach. First we take q-
derivatives only in x, as in the case of qKP for example, and use (C7) ∂xq f = [f(qx) −
f(x)]/(q − 1)x. We know from Example 7.3 that (C5) leads to interesting consequences so
begin with an assumption (fy = ∂f/∂y, etc.)
(7.5) df = ∂xq fdx+ (fy + b(∂
x
q )
2f)dy + (ft + 3a∂y∂
x
q f + ab(∂
x
q )
3f)dt
Then we can determine what elementary commutation relations between the variables are
consistent with (7.5). This is rather ad hoc but we stipulate x, y, t ordering and then
PROPOSITION 7.1. There are relations
(7.6) dxx = qxdx+ b[2]qdy; dyx = q
2xdy + a[3]qdt; dtx = q
3xdt; dxy = ydx+ 3adt
along with
(7.7) [dt, y] = [dy, y] = [dy, t] = [dx, t] = [dt, t] = [dx, y] = 0
which are determined by (7.5)
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PROOF. The underlying structure for x, y, t is not visible but (7.6) - (7.7) do lead to
(7.5) and whatever zero curvature equations subsequently arise. To see how (7.6) emerges
from (7.5) consider the analogies to Example 7.3. Thus
(7.8) dx2 = xdx+ dxx = (∂xq )x
2dx+ b(∂xq )
2x2dy = [2]qxdx+ b[2]qdy
This means (C8) dxx = ([2]q − 1)xdx+ b[2]qdy = qxdx+ b[(q2 − 1)/(q − 1)]dy. Similarly
(7.9) dx3 = x2dx+ dx2x = x2dx+ [2]q[x(qxdx+ b[2]qdy)] + [2]qbdyx
Since 1 + q[2]q = [3]q the x
2dx terms agree. For the dy and dt terms we have
(7.10) b[3]q[2]qxdy + ab[3]q[2]qdt = [2]
2
qbxdy + [2]qbdyx
Consequently one takes (C9) dyx = q2xdx+a[3]qdt since (7.10)⇒ dyx = ([3]q− [2]q)xdy+
a[3]qdt and [3]q − [2]q = q2. Next consider
(7.11) dx4 = x3dx+ [3]qx
2(qxdx+ b[2]qdy) + bx[2]q[3]q(q
2xdy + a[3]qdt) + ab[3]q [2]qdtx
We note that 1 + q[3]q = [4]q and [2]q[3]q(1+ q
2) = [3]q[4]q so (7.11) is consistent with (7.5)
provided (C10) dtx = q3xt (since [3]q + q
3 = [4]q). Further checks with dx
5 etc. hold and
the treatment of dym, dtk is immediate. In order to deal with the mixed derivative term in
(7.5) one looks at xnym which yields a comparison between
(7.12) dxnym + xndym = ([n]qx
n−1dx+ b[n]q[n− 1]qxn−2xn−2dy+
+ab[n]q[n− 1]q[n− 2]qxn−3dy)ym + xnmym−1dy
(7.13) d(xnym) = [n]qx
n−1ymdx+ (xnmym−1 + b[n]q[n− 1]qxn−2ym)dy+
+(3a[n]qmx
n−1ym−1 + ab[n]q[n− 1]q[n− 2]qxn−3ym)dt
There is a missing 3a[n]qmx
n−1ym−1dt term in (7.12) which can be provided upon assuming
(C11) dxy = ydx+ 3adt leading to dxym = ymdx+ 3mym−1dt. Thus the origin of (7.6) is
clear. 
Returning now to (7.5) it remains to check now the zero curvature equation arising in
the spirit of Example 7.3 (some extra factors and terms will arise via noncommutativity).
Thus assume first dx2 = dy2 = dt2 = 0 and take A = vdx+ wdt+ udy so
(7.14) dA = (vy + b(∂
x
q )
2v)dydx+ (vt + 3a∂y∂
x
q v + ab(∂
x
a )
3v)dtdx + ∂xqwdxdt+
+(wy + b(∂
x
q )
2w)dydt+ ∂xq udxdy + (ut + 3a∂y∂
x
q u+ ab(∂
x
q )
3u)dtdy
For A2 we have A2 = vdxvdx+ vdxwdt+ vdxudy +wdtvdx+wdtwdt+wdtudy+udyvdx+
udywdt + udyudy so one must use (7.6) in moving the interior differentials to the right.
Thus dxf ∼ dx∑ fnmkxnymtk etc. and in particular
(7.15) dtf =
∑
fnmkq
3nxnymtkdt = Dxfdt
A little calculation yields next
(7.16) dyxn = q2nxndy + a[3]qx
n−1q2(n−1)[n]qdt
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Then, given dyy = ydy and dty = ydt with dyt = tdy and dtt = tdt, there results
dyf = dy
∑
fnmkx
nymtk =
∑
fnmk(q
2nxndy + a[3]q[n]qx
n−1q2(n−1)dt)ymtk =
(7.17) = D2xfdy + a[3]qD
2
x∂
x
q fdt
Next consider dxf and some routine calculation yields
(7.18) dxf = Dxfdx+ b[2]qDx∂
x
q fdy + 3aDx∂yfdt+ ab[3]qDx(∂
x
q )
2fdt
Next we put tentatively (♣) dxdt+dtdx = 0 = dxdy+dydx = dydt+dtdy. Then dA+A2 = 0
involves
(7.19) dtdx : 3avDx∂yv + ab[3]qvDx(∂
x
q )
2v − vDxw + wD3xv + a[3]quD2x∂xq v−
−∂xqw + vt + 3a∂y∂xq v + ab(∂xq )3v = 0
(7.20) dxdy : vDxu− uD2xv − b[2]qvDx∂xq v − vy − b(∂xq )2v + ∂xq u = 0
and finally
dtdy : 3avDx∂yu+ ab[3]qvDx(∂
x
q )
2u+ wD3xu− uD2xw − b[2]qvDx∂xqw + a[3]quD2x∂xq u−
(7.21) −wy − b(∂xq )2w + ut + 3a∂y∂xq u+ ab(∂xq )3u = 0
Now compare this with Example 7.3 where one has A = vdx+ wdt+ udy and with a little
calculation
(7.22) dA = [vy + bvxx − ux]dydx+ [vt + 3avxy + abvxxx − wx]dtdx+
+[wy + bwxx − ut − 3auxy − abuxxx]dydt
This is essentially the same as (7.14). As for A2 one finds
(7.23) A2 = 2bvvxdydx+ [3auvx + 3avvy + 3abvvxx]dtdx+
+[2bvwx − 3avuy − 3abvuxx − 3auux]dydt
There are a number of cancellations of the form uv−vu which do not cancel in the q-situation
due to factors of Dx. One has the following comparisons
• dxdy : −2bvux ∼ vDxu− uD2xv − b[2]qvDx∂xq v
• dtdx : 3auvx + 3avvy + 3abvvxx ∼ wD3xv − vDxw + a[3]quD2x∂xq v + 3avDx∂yv +
ab[3]qvDx(∂
x
q )
2v
• dtdy : 3avuy+3auux+3abvuxx−2bvwx ∼ wD2xu−uD3xw+3avDx∂yu+a[3]quD2x∂xq u+
ab[3]qvDx(∂
x
q )
2u− b[2]qvDx∂xqw
These are all close in the same manner, with distortions due to factors of Dx and q-numbers.
One expects now to be able to produce a qKP type equation directly from these formulas
and some manipulation as in Example 7.3. Note that there does not seem to be any explicit
formula in the literature for qKP; it is defined via a hierarchy and calculations involving
specific equations are difficult, even in the Hirota forms (for qKdV see Section 10). 
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We compare now the KP type equations derivable from Examples 7.3 and 7.4. First
(7.24) vy−ux+ bvxx+2vvvx = 0 ∼ vy−∂xq u+ b(∂xq )2v+[2]qbvDx∂xq v+uD2xv− vDxu = 0
(7.25) vt + 3avxy + abvxxx − wx + 3auvx + 3avvy + 3abvvxx = 0 ∼
vt + 3a∂y∂
x
q v + ab(∂
x
q )
3v − ∂xqw + [3]qauD2x∂xq v + 3avDx∂yv + [3]qabvDx(∂xq )2v = 0
(7.26) ut + 3auxy + abuxxx − bwxx − wy + 3avuy + 3auux + 3abvuxx − 2bvwx = 0 ∼
ut + 3a∂y∂
x
q u+ ab(∂
x
q )
3u− b(∂xq )2w − wy + wD3xu− uD2xw + 3avDx∂yu+
+[3]qauD
2
x∂
x
q u+ [3]qabvDx(∂
x
q )
2u− b[2]qv∂xqw = 0
The similarities are obvious. Now look at the derivation of KP in Example 7.3. One takes
wx = (3a/2b)uy + (3a/2)uxx to decouple in (7.26) which reduces (7.26) to () ut +3auxy +
abuxxx − bwxx − wy = 0. Now set
(7.27) w = ∂−1
(
3a
2b
uy
)
+
3a
2
ux
to obtain
(7.28) ut + 3auxy + abuxxx + 3auux − b
[
3a
2b
uyx +
(
3a
2
)
uxxx
]
−
−∂−1
[
3a
2b
uyy
]
− 3a
2
uxy = ut − ab
2
uxxx − 3a
2b
∂−1uyy + 3auux = 0
Repeating such a procedure for the q-situation (7.24)-(7.26) leads to
THEOREM 7.1. For suitable a, b one can derive the KP equation by a zero curvature
condition in the form (7.28) ut − (ab/2)uxxx − (3a/2b)∂−1uyy + 3auux = 0. The same
procedure applied to zero curvature equations as in Example 7.4 leads to a q-version of KP
in the form
(7.29)
ut + ab(∂
x
q )
3u− [3]qab
[2]q
∂xqDx(∂
x
q )
2u+ [3]qauD
2
x∂
x
q u−
3a
[2]qb
(∂xq )
−1Dxuyy = A(u,w) +B(u)
where
(7.30) w =
3a
[2]qb
(∂xq )
−1Dx∂yu+
[3]qa
[2]qq
Dx∂
x
q u;
A(u,w) = wD3xu− uD2xw; B(u) =
[3]qa
[2]qq
Dx∂y∂
x
q u+
3a
[2]q
∂xqDx∂yu− 3a∂y∂xq u
Then A → 0 and B → 0 as q → 1 and the equation (7.30) goes to the standard KP
form. Since this equation was derived from exactly the same procedures as the classical KP
equation (via zero curvature considerations) one expects it to be a good candidate for a qKP
equation. Obtaining such a qKP equation from qKP hierarchy equations or corresponding
Hirota formulas involves considerable calculation and the resulting equation will not have
a finite closed form (cf. Section 10 for qKdV).
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REMARK 7.1. An interesting zero curvature formulation for KdV goes back to [22, 24]
and should have a quantum group adaptation. Thus in the version of [24] one considers
SL(2,R) with Lie algebra generators
(7.31) T1 = ih = i
(
1 0
0 −1
)
; T2 = if = i
(
0 0
1 0
)
; T3 = ie = i
(
0 1
0 0
)
with (D1) [Ta, Tb] = iC
c
abTc or [T1, T2] = −2iT2, [T1, T3] = 2iT3, and [T1, T2] = iT1. Writing
g(x, t) = exp(iθa(x, t)Ta) one sets Aµ = g
−1∂µg = i
∑
Aaµ(x, t)Ta (x
0 = t, x1 = x) to
obtain Maurer-Cartan equations (D2) ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ − CabcAbµAcν = 0 (which is equivalent
to ∂µAν − ∂νAµ + [Aµ, Aν ] = 0). Note the θa(x, t) are “arbitrary” functions of x, t with
i
∑
θaTa ∈ sℓ2(C). Writing then (D3) A11 =
√−λ (λ > 0) and A31 = 6 there results for
a = 3
(7.32) A10 =
(√−λ
6
A30 −
1
12
A30,x
)
Similarly for a = 1, 2 one has (using (7.32))
(7.33) A20 =
(√−λ
36
A30,x −
1
72
A30,xx +
1
6
A30A
2
1
)
and (using (7.32), (7.33))
(7.34) A21,t = −
1
72
A30,xxx +
1
3
A30,xA
2
1 +
1
6
A30A
2
1,x −
λ
18
A30,x
Taking A21 = −(1/36)u with A30 = A(u(x, t)) one obtains
(7.35) ut =
1
2
Axxx +
1
3
Axu+
1
6
uxA+ 2λAx ≡
≡ ut = 1
2
[
D3 +
1
3
(Du+ uD)
]
A+ 2λDA
which is the Lenard form for KdV. Indeed since ut is independent of λ one must choose
A(u) to be a function of λ such that (7.35) is consistent. It is appropriate to take
(7.36) A(u) = 2
n∑
0
Aj(u)(−4λ)n−j
leading to a recursion ut = [D
3 + (1/3)(Du + uD)An] with
(7.37) D3 +
1
3
(Du+ uD)Aj = DAj+1 (j = 0, · · · , n− 1); A0 = 1
One can also set Aj = δHj/δu(x) so that
(7.38)
[
D3 +
1
3
(Du+ uD)
]
δHm
δu(x)
= D
δHm+1
δu(x)
There is more on this below based directly on the method of [22]. 
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8. DIFFERENTIAL CALCULI
Now go to [9, 54, 60, 61] and recall that the algebraic properties of SL(2,C) are stored
in the coordinate Hopf algebra O(SL(2)) = C[u11, u
1
2, u
2
1, u
2
2]/{u11u22 − u12u21 = 1} (recall
uij((gkℓ)) = gij). The Hopf algebras O(SLq(2)) will be one parameter deformations of
O(SL(2)). One defines first O(Mq(2)) to be the complex (associative) algebra with gener-
ators a, b, c, d satisfying
(8.1) ab = qba; ac = qca; bd = qdb; cd = qdc; bc = cb; ad− da = (q − q−1)bc
where u11 = a, u
1
2 = b, u
2
1 = c, and u
2
2 = d. We omit Hopf algebra structure momentarily.
One defines now (D4) Dq = ad − qc = da − q−1bc (quantum determinant) which belongs
to the center of O(Mq(2)). Then define O(SLq(2)) = O(Mq(2))/(Dq − 1) as the coordinate
algebra of SLq(2)). There is a compact real form O(SUq(2)) for q ∈ R with involution
a∗ = d, b∗ = −qc, c∗ = −q−1b, and d∗ = a so that O(SUq(2)) is the star algebra generated
by two elements a, c with relations
(8.2) ac = qca; ac∗ = qc∗a; cc∗ = c∗c; a∗a+ c∗c = 1; aa∗ + q2c∗c = 1
For |q| = 1 there is also a real form O(SLq(2,R)) of O(SLq(2)) with a∗ = a, b∗ = b, c∗ = c,
and d∗ = d. Note that SLq(2) is known through its coordinate algebra but one can also
envision matrices
(8.3) Mnm =
(
a b
c d
)
; (Mnm)
† = (Mnm)
−1
for suitable a, b, c, d (cf. [61]).
Next we recall the following universal enveloping algebras
EXAMPLE 8.1. In the terminology of [60] sℓ2 has generators X±, H with (D5) [H,X±] =
±2X± and [X+,X−] = H. Uq(sℓ2) is then defined via generators 1, X±, qH/2, and q−H/2
with
(8.4) qH/2X±q
−H/2 = q±1X±; [X+,X−] =
qH − q−H
q − q−1
(we omit the Hopf algebra structure for now). For real forms one has Uq(su2) defined as
Uq(sℓ2) for q ∈ R with (D6) H∗ = H and X∗± = X∓ while for Uq(sℓ(2,R)) one takes |q| = 1
with (D7) H∗ = −H and X∗± = −X±. 
EXAMPLE 8.2. Another variation appears in [54]. Thus for q 6= 0 and q2 6= 1 Uq(sℓ2) is
the associative algebra with unit generated by E, F, K, K−1 satisfying
(8.5) KK−1 = K−1K = 1; KEK−1 = q2e; KFK−1 = q−2F : [E,F ] =
K −K−1
q − q−1
Then the sets {F ℓKmEn; m ∈ Z, ℓ, n ∈ N0} or {EnKmF ℓ; m ∈ Z, ℓ, n ∈ N0} are vector
space bases of Uq(sℓ2) (again we omit temporarily the Hopf algebra structure). For q ∈
R, Uq(su2) arises via (D8) E
∗ = FK, F ∗ = K−1E, and K∗ = K. For |q| = 1, Uq(sℓ2(R))
is given via (D9) E∗ = −E, F ∗ = −F, and K∗ = K. 
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Now one knows that for a ∈ U(g) and f ∈ O(G) there is a dual pairing determined by
(D10) < a, f >= (a˜f)(e) where for a = X1 · · ·Xn
(8.6) (a˜f)(g) =
∂n
∂t1 · · · ∂tn
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(gexp(t1X1) · · · exp(tnXn))
Then for q4 6= 0, 1 let U˘q(sℓ2) be the algebra over C with generators E, F, K, K−1 satisfying
(8.7) KK−1 = K−1K = 1; KEK−1 = qE; KFK−1 = q−1F ; [E,F ] =
K2 −K−2
q − q−1
One can show that there is an injective Hopf algebra homomorphism φ : Uq(sℓ2)→ U˘q(sℓ2)
determined via φ(E) = EK, φ(F ) = K−1F, and φ(K) = K2. Under this injection Uq(sℓ2)
is a Hopf subalgebra of U˘q(sℓ2). Now for g = sℓ(2,C) and G = SL(2,C) with generators
H,E,F for sℓ(2,C) satisfying [H,E] = 2E, [H,F ] = −2F, and [E,F ] = H the dual pairing
of (8.6) is expressed via
(8.8) − < H, a >=< H, d >=< E, c >=< F, b >= 1
and zero otherwise. There is a corresponding result with bracket < , > ˘ for U˘q(sℓ2) and
O(SLq(2)) such that
(8.9) < K, a >˘= q−1/2; < K, d >˘= q1/2; < E, c >˘=< F, b >˘= 1
and all other brackets are zero. Similarly there is a unique dual pairing < , > for Uq(sℓ2)
and O(SLq(2)) such that the only nonvanishing brackets are
(8.10) < K, a >= q−1; < K, d >= q; < E, c >=< F, b >= 1
and if q is not a root of unity both pairings are nondegenerate.
We consider now the quantum tangent space for A = O(SLq(2)) when q
2 6= 1. Let
a ∼ u11, b ∼ u12, c ∼ u21, and d ∼ u22 with E,F,K generators of U˘(sℓ2). We use the dual
pairing (8.9) and define three linear functionals on A via
(8.11) X0 = q
−1/2FK; X2 = q
1/2EK; X1 = (1− q−2)−1(ǫ−K4)
where the Hopf algebra structure is given by
(8.12) ∆(K) = K ⊗K; ∆(E) = E ⊗K +K−1 ⊗ E; ∆(F ) = F ⊗K +K−1 ⊗ F ;
S(K) = K−1; S(E) = −qE; S(F ) = −q−1F ; ǫ(K) = 1; ǫ(E) = ǫ(F ) = 0
This illustrates the advantage of U˘(sℓ2) over Uq(sℓ2) in that ∆(E) and ∆(F ) have the same
type of formula. Now one gets
(8.13) ∆(Xj) = ǫ⊗Xj +Xj ⊗K2 (j = 0, 2); ∆(X1) = ǫ⊗X1 +X1 ⊗K4
It follows that T = Lin{X0,X1,X2} is the quantum tangent space of a (unique up to
isomorphism) left covariant FODC Γ over A (3-D calculus of Woronowicz). We recall here
that an FODC Γ over A is left covariant if and only if there is a linear map (D11) ∆L :
Γ → A ⊗ Γ such that ∆L(adb) = ∆(a)(id ⊗ d)∆(b). For such Γ the quantum tangent
space is (D12) TΓ = {X ∈ A′; X(1) = 0; X(a) = 0 for a ∈ RΓ = (ker(ǫ))2 = {f ∈
A; f(e) = (df)(e) = 0}}. One writes invΓ = {ρ ∈ Γ; ∆L(ρ) = 1 ⊗ ρ} (left invariant
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elements) and diminvΓ = dim(TΓ) = dimker(ǫ/RΓ). For PL : Γ → invΓ defined via
PL(aρ) = ǫ(a)PL(ρ) with PL(ρ) =
∑
S(ρ(−1)ρ0 where ∆Lρ =
∑
ρ(−1) ⊗ ρ0 one defines
(D13) ωΓ : A→ invΓ by ωΓ(a) = PL(da) so ω(A) = invΓ (see Remark 8.5 for more on PL).
In particular RΓ = {a ∈ ker(ǫ); ωΓ(a) = 0} and one takes Xi as a basis of TΓ with ωj the
dual basis of invΓ (i.e. (Xi, ωj) = δij where the nondegenerate pairing ( , ) : T × Γ→ C is
defined via (D14) (X, a · db) = ǫ(a)X(b). Now let {ω0, ω1, ω2} be a basis of invΓ which is
dual to the basis {X0,X1,X2} of TΓ. Then
(8.14) dx =
2∑
0
(Xj · x)ωj
(recall da =
∑
(Xj ·a)ωj andXi(ab) = ǫ(a)Xi(b)+
∑
Xj(a)f
j
i (b) - LXi(a) = Xi·a ∼ quantum
analogue of a left invariant vector field in Lie theory and there is more onXj ·a below). Since
X0(b) = X2(c) = X1(a) = 1 and X0(a) = X0(c) = X2(a) = X2(b) = X1(b) = X2(c) = 0
(due to (8.9)) one obtains
(8.15) ω0 = ω(b), ω2 = ω(c); ω1 = ω(a) = −q−2ω(d); da = bω2 + aω1;
db = aω0 − q2bω1; dc = cω1 + dω2; dd = −q2dω1 + cω0
Comparing (8.13) with the standard prescription (D15) ∆(Xi) = ǫ⊗Xi +Xk ⊗ fki where
∆(f rs ) = f
r
k ⊗ fks one sees that (D16) f jj = K2 for j = 0, 2 and f11 = K4 with the other
f rs = 0. This leads to
(8.16) ωja = q
−1aωj ; ωjb = qbωj; ωjc = q
−1cωj (j = 0, 2);
ω1a = q
−2aω1; ω1b = q
2bω1; ω1c = q
−2cω1; ω1d = q
2dω1
One shows now that R = RΓ = B · A where B is the vector space spanned by (D17) a +
q−2d−(1+q−2) ·1, b2, c2, bc, (a−1)b, and (a−1)c so R is the right ideal of ker(ǫ) associated
with the FODC Γ. These six generators satisfy also S(x)∗ ∈ R for O(SLq(2,R) (|q| = 1)
and O(SUq(2)) (q ∈ R) so Γ is a star calculus for these Hopf algebras. It follows from the
commutativity relations in Uq(sℓ2) that the basis elements of TΓ satisfy
(8.17) q2X1X0 − q−2X0X1 = (1 + q2)X0; q2X2X1 − q−2X1X2 = (1 + q2)X2;
qX2X0 − q−1X0X2 = −q−1X1
A next step could be to determine the associated bicovariant FODC and develop cor-
responding q-Lie algebraic ideas (i.e. TΓ can be made into a Lie algebra - cf. [54], pp.
498-505). First however one notes that if Γ∧ = ⊕∞0 Γ∧n is a DC over A based on Γ∧1 = Γ
then
(8.18) dω(a) = −
∑
ω(a1)⊗ ω(a2)
is called the Maurer-Cartan formula. This can be written via ω(a) =
∑
Xi(a)ωi in the form
(8.19)
∑
Xi(a)dωi = −
∑
XiXj(a)ωi ∧ ωj
Now one can determine a universal DC Γ∧ for any left covariant FODC Γ (see [54], p. 509)
and for the 3−D calculi on SLq(2) with A = O(SLq(2)) one has (q2 6= −1) the following
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construction. First one constructs S(x) for the six generators of R in (D17) and shows
that S(B) is spanned by elements
(8.20) ω20; ω
2
1; ω
2
2; ω2ω0 + q
2ω0ω2; ω1ω0 + q
4ω0ω1; ω2ω1 + q
4ω1ω2
of the tensor algebra TA(Γ) over Γ. This leads to (see [54] for details)
(8.21) ωj ∧ ωj = 0 (j = 0, 1, 2); ω2 ∧ ω0 = −q2ω0 ∧ ω2; ω1 ∧ ω0 = −q4ω0 ∧ ω1;
ω2 ∧ ω1 = −q4ω1 ∧ ω2
in Γ∧2. The 3-form ω0 ∧ω1 ∧ω2 is a free left A module basis of Γ∧3 and Γ∧n = 0 for n ≥ 4.
REMARK 8.1. We must spell out a little more detail regardingXi·a. thus ω refers to ωΓ
and is a map A→ invΓ. Further Γ = Aω(A) = ω(A)a. Since ∆L(da) =
∑
a1 ⊗ da2 one has
(D18) ω(a) =
∑
S(a1)da2 and da =
∑
a1ω(a2) (see below). Now (Xi, ω(a)) = Xi(a) via
(ω(a),X) = X(a) so (D19) ω(a) =
∑
Xi(a)ωi and da =
∑
a1ω(a2) =
∑∑
i a1Xi(a2)ωi =∑
i(Xi · a)ωi. This implies (D20) Xi · a =
∑
a1Xi(a2). For bicovariant Γ another variation
on the Maurer-Cartan formulas exists. Thus take aj ∈ A such that Xi(aj) = δij and set
ckij = XiXj(ak). Put a = ak into (8.19) and apply
(8.22) [Xi,Xj ] = XiXj − σijnmXnXm = CkijXk
where [X,Y ](a) = (X ⊗ Y )(AdR(a)) (a left covariant FODC over A with associated right
ideal RΓ is bicovariant if and only if AdR(RΓ) ⊆ RΓ ⊗A - right coadjoint action AdR(a) =∑
a2 ⊗ S(a1)a3). Here (D21) [Xi,Xj ] = XiXj − σijnmXnXm = CkijXk where σnmij = f im(vnj )
and Ckij = Xj(v
i
k) (σ is the braiding of Γ ⊗A Γ with σ(ω1i ⊗A ω2j ) = σnkij ω2n ⊗A ω1k, f is
in (D15), and (D22)
∑
∆R(a1Xm(a2)ωm) =
∑
a1Xm(a3)ωi ⊗ a2vim - cf. Remark 8.3).
Consequently one obtains
(8.23) dωk = −ckijωi ⊗ ωj; ckij − cknmσijnm = Ckij
We refer to [54] for perspective and details (cf. also [27] for quantum Lie algebras). 
The 3−D calculus constructed above is not bicovariant (cf. [54]) but there are associated
bicovariant 4 −D± calculi Γ± on SLq(2) which we do not deal with here. We now try to
produce a quantum version of (7.31) - (7.38). First the spirit of (D1) - (D2) lies in
defining a matrix of left invariant one forms Ω = B−1dB ∼ dB = BΩ so that d(dB) = 0 =
dB ∧Ω+BdΩ = B(dΩ+Ω∧Ω) leading to dΩ+Ω∧Ω = 0. For Ω =∑Xiωi one arrives at
(8.24) Ω ∧ Ω = 1
2
∑
[Xk,Xm]ωk ∧ ωm = 1
2
∑
CℓkmXℓωk ∧ ωm = −
∑
Xℓdωℓ
which implies (D23) dωℓ = −(1/2)
∑
Cℓkmωk∧ωm. We note that (D2) is immediate via e.g.
(D24) ∂νAµ = g
−1∂νgg
−1∂µg + g
−1∂ν∂µg = AνAµ + g
−1∂ν∂µg. The variables x
0, x1 ∼ t, x
are simply thrown in ad hoc; they do not themselves represent natural Lie algebra type
derivations. In fact, recalling g = exp(iθa(x, t)Ta) with Aµ = g
−1∂µg, we see that the θ
a are
simply numerical coefficients. There is no standard exponential map for quantum groups
(cf. however [60]) and we want an analogue for say Aµ. We know TΓ is based on X1, · · · ,X4.
The FODC provides us with a differential calculus according to strict rules, which we recall
now. First ω = ωΓ : A → invΓ is defined via ω(a) = PL(da) where PL(aρ) = ǫ(a)PL(ρ).
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Recall for ∆L : Γ→ A ⊗ Γ one writes ∆L(a) =
∑
a(−1) ⊗ a0 instead of ∆(a) =
∑
a1 ⊗ a2
and it is required that (D25) ∆L(aρb) = ∆(a)∆L(ρ)∆(b). Further PL(ρ) =
∑
S(ρ(−1))ρ0
and ρ is left invariant if ∆L(ρ) = 1⊗ ρ.
REMARK 8.2. It will be expedient here to review some basic ideas from Hopf algebra.
Thus a Hopf algebra A over a field D with invertible antipode S involves (A, ·, η,∆, ǫ, S)
where η : K → A is linear, ∆ : A→ A⊗A satisfies (D26) (∆⊗ id) ◦∆ = (id⊗∆) ◦∆ and
a = (ǫ ⊗ id) ◦∆(a) = (id ⊗ ǫ) ◦∆(a) (ǫ : A → K is the counit). Also η(λ)a = λǫ(a) and
(D27) · (id ⊗ ·) = ·(· ⊗ id) with ·(η ⊗ id) = id = ·(id ⊗ η). One has also (D28) ∆(ab) =
∆(a)∆(b), ∆(1) = 1 ⊗ 1, ǫ(ab) = ǫ(a)ǫ(b), and ǫ(1) = 1. Further the antipode S : A→ A
satisfies (D29) · (S ⊗ id) ◦ ∆ = ·(id ⊗ S) ◦ ∆ = η ◦ ǫ so ǫ(a) = ∑ a1S(a2) = ∑S(a1)a2
and a =
∑
a1ǫ(a2) =
∑
ǫ(a1)a2. One notes also (D30) ∆ ◦ S = τ ◦ (S ⊗ S) ◦ ∆ where
τ(v ⊗ w) = w ⊗ v (A⊗B has the natural structure (a⊗ b)(a′ ⊗ b′) = aa′ ⊗ bb′). 
In working with covariant FODC in this general context one must be more careful with
the Hopf algebra constructions. Resorting to simple dx, dy formulas could be very risky.
Then from (D25) one has (D31) ∆L(da) = (id⊗ d)∆(a) =
∑
a1⊗ da2. Recall also ω(a) =
PL(da), PL(aρ) = ǫ(a)PL(ρ), PL(ρ) =
∑
S(ρ(−1))ρ0, and PL(ρa) =
∑
S(a1)PL(ρ)a2 =
adR(a)PL(ρ). Since
∑
ρ(−1)⊗ρ0 ∼ ∆L(da) =
∑
a1⊗da2 one has (D32) ω(a) =
∑
S(a1)da2
and da =
∑
a1ω(a2) (since ρ =
∑
ρ(−1)PL(ρ0) implies da =
∑
a1PL(da2) =
∑
a1ω(a2)).
REMARK 8.3. The other point to be developed is how to work realistically with
FODC Γ when they are given in the abstract context indicated. Generally speaking for an
FODC one has an A bimodule Γ over an algebra A with a linear d : A → Γ such that d
satisfies Leibnitz and Γ is the linear span of elements xdyz. In particular if d is a derivation
of A with values in the bimodule Γ0 then Γ = A · dA · A is an FODC over A. Evidently
dxy and ydx are generally different (even when A is commutative). One often thinks of
an FODC over a quantum space X with left coaction φ : X → A ⊗ X (i.e. X is a left
A-comodule algebra). Then an FODC Γ over X involves a left coaction Φ : Γ→ A⊗Γ such
that Φ(xρy) = φ(x)Φ(ρ)φ(y) and Φ(dx) = (id ⊗ d)φ(x). If {xi} are a linearly independent
set of generators of the algebra X then there is a unique left covariant FODC Γ over X
such that {dxi} are a free right X module basis and the bimodule structure is given via
(D33) xi · dxj = dxk · xkij (cf. [54]). In this situation for any x ∈ X there are uniquely
determined elements ∂i(x) ∈ X such that (D34) dx =
∑
dxi · ∂i(x). We recall also that a
bicovariant bimodule Γ over A involves linear maps ∆L : Γ→ A⊗ Γ and ∆R : Γ→ Γ⊗A
such that (id⊗∆R) ◦∆L = (∆L⊗ id) ◦∆R. If Γ is a bicovariant bimodule over A and ωi is
a basis of invΓ there exist pointwise finite matrices v = (v
i
j) and f = (f
i
j) with v
i
j ∈ A and
f ij ∈ A′ such that
• ωia = (f ik · a)ωk
• ∆R(ωi) = ωk ⊗ vki
• f ij(ab) = f ik(a)fkj (b) and f ij(1) = δij
• ∆(vij) = vik ⊗ vkj and ǫ(vij) = δij
• ∑k vki (a · fkj ) =∑k(f jk · a)vjk
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Moreover ηi = ωjS(v
j
i ) is a basis of Γinv (right invariant forms from Γ) and both sets ωi
and ηj are free left (resp. right) A module basis of Γ. 
Now go back to A = O(SLq(2)) with Xi ∈ A′ (i = 1, · · · , 4) and T± ⊂ A′. Recall E,F,K
generate U˘q(sℓ2) and the bracket ( , ) : T × Γ → C is defined via (X, adb) = ǫ(a)X(b)
(this gives a nondegenerate dual pairing between invΓ = ω(A) and T with Γ ∼ AdA and
(ω(a),X) = X(a)). For ζ =
∑
aidb
i ∈ Γ and X ∈ T one has (X, ζ) = X(∑ ǫ(ai)bi) and
this is independent of the representation of ζ. A few other notions to recall involve (cf.
Remark 8.1) ω(a) =
∑
S(a1)da2 and (Xi, ω(a)) = Xi(a) with ω(a) =
∑
Xi(a)ωi and da =∑
a1ω(a2); recall also PL(da) = ω(a) =
∑
S(a1)da2 andXi ·a =
∑
a1Xi(a2). In bicovariant
situations the right invariant forms satisfy η(a) =
∑
da1 · S(a2) and da =
∑
η(a1)a2.
REMARK 8.4. It will be worthwhile to list still more structural and computational
features of O(SLQ(2)) and U˘q(sℓ2) before going to calculations for qKdV type equations.
Thus following [54] we return to U˘q(sℓ2) (cf. also (8.11) - (8.13)). Note first for a dual
pairing < , > of bialgebras U and A via < , >: U ×A→ C one requires
(8.25) < ∆Uf, a1 ⊗ a2 >=< f, a1a2 >; < f1f2, a >=< f1 ⊗ f2,∆Aa >;
< f, 1A >= ǫU )f); < 1U , a >= ǫA(a)
Now in order to calculate X0(b) = · · · after (8.14) we need the operators on O(Mq(2))
(extended to O(SLq(2))) given via
(8.26) ∆(a) = a⊗a+ b⊗ c; ∆(b) = a⊗ b+ b⊗d; ∆(c) = c⊗a+d⊗ c; ∆(d) = c⊗ b+d⊗d
with (D35) ǫ(a) = ǫ(d) = 1 and ǫ(b) = ǫ(c) = 0. This is equivalent to (D36) ∆(uij) =∑
uik ⊗ ukj and ǫ(uij) = δij . One can then calculate e.g. (< , >∼< , > )˘
(8.27) X0(b) = q
−1/2FK(b) = q−1/2(< F ⊗K,a ⊗ b+ b⊗ d >) = 1
In general for q not a root of unity the dual pairing is given via
(8.28) < KmEnF ℓ, dscrbt >= q(n−2)
2
[
s
n− r
]
q2
γsrtmnℓ
for 0 ≤ n− r = ℓ− t ≤ s (otherwise 0) and
(8.29) < KmEnF ℓ, ascrbt >= δrnδtℓγ
−srt
mnℓ
where in all cases
(8.30) γsrtmnℓ =
qm(s+r−t)/2q−s(n+ℓ)/2(q2; q2)ℓ(q
2; q2)n
qn(n−1)/2qℓ(ℓ−1)/2(1− q2)ℓ+n
(cf. [55] for proof). Thus e.g. for X1(a) the term in K
4 involves n = ℓ = 0 and m = 4 with
s = 1 and r = t = 0 so n− r = 0 = ℓ− t and, since ǫ(a) = 1, we obtain
(8.31) γ−100400 = q
−2 =< K4, a >; X1(a) = (1− q−2)−1(1− q−2) = 1
as desired. For the 3-D calculations we shift notation a, b, c, d → A,B,C,D and write (cf.
(8.15))
(8.32) ω0 = ω(B)); ω2 = ω(C); ω1 = ω(A) = −q−2ω(D); dA = Bω2 +Aω1;
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dB = Aω0 − q2Bω1; dC = Cω1 +Dω2; dD = −q2Dω1 + Cω0
One can show (since ∆(Xi) = ǫ ⊗ Xi + Kk ⊗ fki with ∆f rs = f rk ⊗ fks ) that f jj = K2 for
j = 0, 2 and f11 = K
4 with f rs = 0 otherwise. This leads to commutation relations (cf.
(8.16))
(8.33) ωjA = q
−1Aωj ; ωjB = qBωj; ωjC = q
−1Cωj; ωjD = qDωj (j = 0, 2);
ω1A = q
−2Aω1; ω1B = q
2ω1; ω1C = q
−2Cω1; ω1D = q
2Dω1
Further one has (cf. (8.17))
(8.34) q2X1X0 − q−2X0X1 = (1 + q2)X0; q2X2X1 − q−2X1X2 = (1 + q2)X2;
qX2X0 − q−1X0X2 = −q−1X1
These will correspond to Maurer-Cartan equations (see below). 
Now look at the Maurer-Cartan (MC) equations for the 3-D calculus in the form (8.18)
or (8.19), namely
(8.35) dω(a) = −
∑
ω(a1)⊗ ω(a2);
∑
Xi(a)dωi = −
∑
XiXj(a)ωi ∧ ωj
We know formulas for ωi via (8.32)-(8.33) and Xi via (8.34) and one would like to put
variables x, t in the ωi or the Xi to give equations of the form (8.15)-(8.17), etc. Note
also (8.1) for other relations between A,B,C,D. Now from (8.32) and (8.1) we have dA =
Aω1+Bω2 and dC = Cω1+Dω2. Then, recalling e.g. BD = qDB, there results qD(dA) =
qDAω1 + qDBω2 while B(dC) = BCω1 +BDω2 which implies
(8.36) qDdA− qDAω1 = BdC −BCω1 ⇒ ω1 = BdC − qDdA
BC − qDA = DdA− q
−1BdC
since AD − qBC = DA− q−1BC = 1⇒ (qDA−BC)q−1 = 1. Similarly AC = qCA leads
to AdC = ACω1 +ADω2 and qCdA = qCAω1 + qCBω2 which implies
(8.37) AdC −ADω2 = qCdA− qCBω2 ⇒ ω2 = AdC − qCdA
qCB −AD = qCdA−AdC
Next from dB = Aω0−q2Bω1 and dD = −q2Dω1+Cω0 we get via BD = qDB, the formulas
qDdB = qDAω0−q3DBω1 and BdD = −q2BDω1+BCω0 which implies qDdB−qDAω0 =
BdD −BCω0 or
(8.38) ω0 =
qDdB −BdD
qDA−BC = DdB − q
−1BdD
PROPOSITION 8.1. TheMC equations can be expressed in terms of A,B,C,D, dA, dB, dC,
and dD via (8.36) - (8.38) in the form
(8.39) ω1 = DdA− q−1BdC; ω2 = qCdA−AdC; ω0 = DdB − q−1BdD
REMARK 8.5. We sketch a few ideas regarding PL from [54, 64, 65, 74]. The presen-
tation in [74] is definitive and we will a more or less complete treatment here, proving a
few results which are only sketched in [54] for example. Recall first the standard formulas
ǫ(a) =
∑
S(a1)a2 =
∑
a1S(a2), a =
∑
a1ǫ(a2) =
∑
ǫ(a1)a2, etc. Now one shows that there
exists a unique projection PL : Γ → invΓ such that (D37) PL(aρ) = ǫ(a)PL(ρ) with ρ =∑
akPL(ρk) for ∆L(ρ) =
∑
ak⊗ ρk. To see this write for ρ ∈ Γ, PL(ρ) =
∑
S(ak)ρk. Then
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PL is clearly linear and to show PL(ρ) is left invariant consider (D38) ∆(ak) =
∑
akℓ⊗ bkℓ
with ∆L(ρk) =
∑
ckm ⊗ ρkm (a more strict Sweedler notation is adopted below). For left
covariant bimodules the diagram
Γ
∆L−−−−→ A⊗ Γ
∆L
y y∆⊗id
A⊗ Γ −−−−→
id⊗∆L
A⊗A⊗ Γ
is commutative so (D38)
∑
akℓ ⊗ bkℓ ⊗ ρk =
∑
ak ⊗ ckm ⊗ ρkm and
(8.40) ∆LPL(ρ) =
∑
∆LS(ak)ρk =
∑
∆S(ak)∆Lρk =
∑
∆(S(ak))(ckm ⊗ ρkm)
Now (recall (D30) : ∆ ◦ S = τ ◦ (S ⊗ S) ◦∆)
(8.41) ·(∆S ⊗ 1⊗ 1)(ak ⊗ ckm ⊗ ρkm) = ·(∆S ⊗ 1⊗ 1)(akℓ ⊗ bkℓ ⊗ ρk) =
= ∆S(akℓ)(bkℓ ⊗ ρk) =
∑
(S(bkℓm)⊗ S(akℓm))(bkℓ ⊗ ρk) =
∑
S(bkℓm)bkℓ ⊗ S(akℓm)ρk
This is better expressed in a more strict Sweedler notation as (writing ∆L(ρ) =
∑
ρ(−1) ⊗
ρ0, ∆(ρ(−1)) = ρ(−2) ⊗ ρ(−3), ∆Lρ0 =
∑
ρ(−4) ⊗ ρ1, and ∆(ρ(−2)) = ρ(−5) ⊗ ρ(−6))
(8.42) ·(∆S ⊗ 1⊗ 1)(ρ−1) ⊗ ρ(−4) ⊗ ρ1) = ·(∆S ⊗ 1⊗ 1)(ρ(−2) ⊗ ρ(−3) ⊗ ρ0) =
= ∆S(ρ(−1))(ρ(−4) ⊗ ρ1) = ∆S(ρ(−2))(ρ(−3) ⊗ ρ0) =
∑
S(ρ(−6))ρ(−3) ⊗ S(ρ(−5))ρ0 =
=
∑
S(ρ(−7))1⊗ S(ρ(−5))ρ0 = 1⊗
∑
S(ρ(−1))ρ0 = 1⊗ PL(ρ)
The last step involves ǫ(ρ(−7))S)ρ(−5)) = S(ǫ(ρ(−7))ρ(−5)) = S(ρ(−6)). The proof of PL(aρ) =∑
ǫ(a)PL(ρ) is straightforward (cf. [54, 74]) and one notes also that for ρ =
∑
ρ(−1)PL(ρ0)
we have PL(ρ) =
∑
ǫ(ρ(−1))PL(ρ0) = PL(
∑
ǫ(ρ(−1))ρ0) = PL(ρ). Note (D37) says that any
ρ ∈ Γ has the form ρ =∑ ρ(−1)PL(ρ0) so invΓ serves as a basis for Γ (i.e. Γ = A·invΓ). Next
from ∆L(adb) = ∆(a)(id ⊗ d)∆(b) one gets ∆L(da) =
∑
ai ⊗ da2 so ρ =
∑
a1PL(da2) and
ω(a) = PL(da) =
∑
S(ρ(−1))ρ0 =
∑
S(a1)da2. One has then (D39) ω(a) =
∑
S(a1)da2
and da =
∑
a1ω(a2) =
∑
a1PL(da2). Finally in deriving the MC equations one writes
ǫ(a) =
∑
S(a1)a2 to obtain
(8.43) 0 =
∑
dS(a1)a2 +
∑
S(a1)da2 ⇒
∑
S(a1)da2S(a3) = −
∑
dS(a1)a2S(a3) =
= −
∑
dS(a1)ǫ(a4) = −
∑
dS(a)
(since
∑
a1ǫ(a4) ∼ a). 
Now given (8.43) one computes the MC equations (8.18) as in [54] via
(8.44) dω(a) =
∑
d(S(a1)da2) =
∑
dS(a1) ∧ da2 = −
∑
S(a1)da2S(a3) ∧ da4 =
= −
∑
S(a1)da2 ∧ S(a3)da4 = −
∑
ω(a1) ∧ ω(a2)
For the 3-D calculus we have now (8.1), (8.11)-(8.13), (8.15)-(8.18), (8.21), and (8.39) which
we collect in
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PROPOSITION 8.2. Properties of the 3-D calculus include:
(1) AB = qBA, AC = qCA, BD = qDB, CD = qDC, BC = CB, AD − DA =
(q − q−1)BC
(2) X0 = q
−1/2FK, X2 = q
1/2EK, X1 = (1− q−2)−1(ǫ−K4)
(3) ∆(K) = K ⊗K, ∆(E) = E ⊗K +K−1 ⊗ E, ∆(F ) = F ⊗K +K−1 ⊗ F, S(K) =
K−1, S(E) = −qE, S(F ) = −q−1F, ǫ(K) = 1, ǫ(E) = ǫ(F ) = 0
(4) ∆(Xj) = ǫ⊗Xj +Xj ⊗K2 (j = 0, 2), ∆(X1) = ǫ⊗X1 +X1 ⊗K4
(5) ω0 = ω(B), ω2 = ω(C), ω1 = ω(A) − q−2ω(D), dA = Bω2 + Aω1, dB = Aω0 −
q2Bω1, dC = Cω1 +Dω2, dD = −q2Dω1 + Cω0
(6) ωjA = q
−1Aωj, ωjB = qBωj, ωjC = q
−1Cωj (j = 0, 2), ω1A = q
−2Aω1, ω1B =
q2Bω2, ω1C = q
−2Cω1, ω1D = q
2Dω1
(7) q2X1X0 − q−2X0X1 = (1 + q2)X0, q2X2X1 − q−2X1X2 = (1 + q2)X2, qX2X0 −
q−1X0X2 = −q−1X1
(8) ωj ∧ ωj = 0 (j = 0, 1, 2), ω2 ∧ ω0 = −q2ω0 ∧ ω2, ω1 ∧ ω0 = −q4ω0 ∧ ω1, ω2 ∧ ω1 =
−q4ω1 ∧ ω2
(9) ω1 = DdA− q−1BdC, ω2 = qCdA−AdC, ω0 = DdB − q−1BdD
The equations for KdV in (8.14)-(8.21) involve Aµ = g
−1∂µg = i
∑
Aaµ(x, t)Ta where
Ta ∼ Xa ∼ Lie algebra elements, and one puts the x, t in g(x, t) = exp(i
∑
θa(x, t)Ta). We
don’t really have an exponential map now so we should phrase the MC equations in terms
of the Xi. Given (8) above the MC equations (8.19) take the form
(8.45)
∑
Xi(a)dωi = −(X0X1 − q4X1X0)(a)ω0 ∧ ω1 − (X0X2 − q2X2X0)(a)ω0 ∧ ω2−
−(X1X2 − q4X2X1)(a)ω1 ∧ ω2
On the other hand from [54], p. 510 one gets, using (5), (8), and (8.44),
(8.46) dω0 = (q
2 + q4)ω0 ∧ ω1; dω1 = −ω0 ∧ ω2; dω2 = (q2 + q4)ω1 ∧ ω2
This should all be compatiable with (8.18) ∼ (7) and we put (8.46) into (8.45) to get
(8.47) X0(a)(q
2 + 1)ω0 ∧ ω1 +X1(a)(−ω0 ∧ ω2) +X2(a)q2(q2 + 1)ω1 ∧ ω2 =
= (q4X1X0−X0X1)(a)ω0∧ω1+(q2(X2X0−X0X2)(a)ω0∧ω2+(q4X2X1−X1X2)(a)ω1∧ω2
which becomes e.g.
(8.48) X0(a)q
2(q2+1) = (q4X1X0−X0X1)(a) ≡ (1+q2)X0(a) = (q2X1X0−q−2X0X1)(a)
Thus (7) corresponds to the MC equations and now one could envision elements α(x, t) =∑
θa(x, t)Xa in working toward a qKdV equation. We will think of ∂x as some sort of
q-derivative and ∂t ∼ ∂/∂t. First let us recall that A′ is a dual Hopf algebra via
(8.49) fg(a) = (f ⊗ g)∆(a) = f(a1)⊗ f(a2); ∆f(a⊗ b) = (f ◦m)(a⊗ b) = f(ab);
Sf(a) = f(S(a)); ǫA′(f) = f(1); 1A′(a) = ǫ(a)
and as before (X, adb) = ǫ(a)X(b) ∈ C expressses the duality of TΓ and Γ. One should be
able to use (7) as rules of multiplication in A′ so consider elements
(8.50) Bx = α
−1∂xα; Bt = α
−1∂tα
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leading to (∂xα
−1 = −α−1∂xαα−1)
(8.51) BxBt = α
−1∂xαα
−1∂tα; BtBx = α
−1∂tαα
−1∂xα
(8.52) ∂tBx = ∂t(α
−1∂xα) = −α−1∂tαα−1∂xα+ α−1∂t∂xα;
∂xBt = −α−1∂xαα−1∂tα+ α−1∂t∂xα
Assume now ∂t∂x = ∂x∂t in which case
(8.53) ∂tBx − ∂xBt = BxBt −BtBx
which corresponds to (D2). Now Bx = α
−1
∑
∂xθ
aXa, etc. so one can write BxBt =
α−1
∑
∂xθ
aXaα
−1
∑
∂tθ
bXb. Computation of α
−1 or Xaα
−1 seems excessive here since
(8.53) is tautological and we simply state in summary
THEOREM 8.1. Maurer-Cartan equations in TΓ correspond simply to (7) of Proposition
8.2 and in principle (8.53), corresponding to (D2) should lead to qKdV type equations.
This should work but we can also devise a simpler procedure directly from [22] (which
was the source from which [24] extracted the more general (8.14)-(8.21)). Thus look at
SL(2,R) with matrices
(8.54) X =
(
a b
c d
)
; ad− bc = 1
The right invariant MC form is
(8.55) ω = dXX−1 =
(
ω11 ω
2
1
ω12 ω
2
2
)
where ω11+ω
2
2 = 0. The structure equation of SL(2,R) or MC equation is (D40) dω = ω∧ω
or explicitly
(8.56) dω11 = ω
2
1 ∧ ω12; dω21 = 2ω11 ∧ ω21 ; dω12 = 2ω12 ∧ ω11
Now let U be a neighborhood in the (x, t) plane and consider a smooth map f : U →
SL(2,R). The pullback of the MC form can be written as
(8.57) ω11 ∼ ηdx+Adt; ω21 ∼ Qdx+Bdt; ω12 ∼ rdx+ Cdt
with coefficient functions of x, t. The equations (8.56) become
(1) −ηt +Ax −QC + rB = 0
(2) −Qt +Bx − 2ηB + 2QA = 0
(3) −rt + Cx − 2rA+ 2ηC = 0
Take r = 1 with η independent of (x, t) and set Q = u(x, t). Then from (1) and (3) one
gets
(8.58) A = ηC +
1
2
Cx; B = uC − ηCx − 1
2
Cxx
Putting this in the (2) above yields ut = K(u) where
(8.59) K(u) = uxC + 2uCx + 2η
2Cx − 1
2
Cxxx
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In the special case C = η2 − (1/2)u one gets the KdV equation
(8.60) ut =
1
4
uxxx − 3
2
uux
Now a map f : U → SLq(2) means simply expressing A,B,C,D as functions of (x, t) and
the pullback of forms from Γ built over O(SLq(2)) should be modelable on the standard
procedure from differential geometry. Thus for a manifold map f : M → N one has maps
f∗ : TM → TN and f∗ : T ∗N → T ∗M defined via f∗v(g) = v(g ◦ f) (v ∈ Tp(M)) and
f∗(dg) = d(g ◦ f) (dg ∈ T ∗f(p)(N)). The analogue here would work from formal power
series g in terms of AsCrBn or DsCrBn and formal power series f(x, t) in xαtβ (i.e. f ∈
C[[x, t]]). The Xa ∈ TΓ correspond to elements in TN and Γ ∼ T ∗N so in some sense e.g.
(D41) f∗(da) = d(a(x, t)) etc. As an appropriate FODC for f∗(Γ) = Γ˜ it may be necessary
to have a noncommutative formulation for Γ˜ and we proceed in a somewhat ad hoc manner.
Thus one could use (8.39) to express the ωi in terms of dA, dB, dC, dD and (8.46) for the
MC equations. First however let us simply write d’apre`s (8.57)
(8.61) ω11 ∼ ω1 = ηdx+ µdt; ω12 ∼ w0 = αdx+ νdt; ω21 ∼ ω2 = γdx+ βdt
(so η ∼ η, A ∼ µ, r ∼ α, B ∼ β, u ∼ γ, C ∼ ν). Then
(8.62) dω0 = (q
2 + q4)ω0 ∧ ω1; dω1 = −ω0 ∧ ω2; dω2 = (q2 + q4)ω1 ∧ ω2
Pick again η constant, γ = u(x, t), and α = 1 so (♠) ω1 = ηdx+ µdt; ω0 = dx+ νdt; ω2 =
udx + βdt Assume first dh = ∂xhdx + htdt for ∂x possibly a q-derivative. Then (8.62)
for dω1 implies (•) ∂xµ − νu + β = 0 which corresponds to (1) above and for dω0 we get
∂xν = (q
2+q4)(µ−νη) analogous to (3) above. Finally from dω2 there arises () ∂xβ−ut =
(q2 + q4)(ηβ − µu) analogous to (2) above. Summarizing (with q2 + q4 = Q)
(1) ∂xµ− νu+ β = 0
(2) −ut + ∂xβ = Q(ηβ − µu)
(3) ∂xν = Q(µ− νη)
To eliminate as in (8.58)-(8.60) one has from (1) and (3) (♣) ∂xν = Q(µ−νη); ∂xµ = uν−β
Hence (D42) β = νu− ∂x(νη + (1/Q)∂xν) = νu− η∂xν − (1/Q)∂2xν as in (8.58). Now put
this in (2) to get
(8.63) ut = ∂xβ −Q(ηβ − µu) = (∂xν)u+ ν∂xu− η∂2xν − (1/Q)∂3xν−
−Qη(νu− η∂xν − (1/Q)∂2xν) +Qu((1/Q)∂xν + νη)
and modeled on (8.58)-(8.60) one would try ν = η2 − Pu and P = 1/Q to get
(8.64) ut =
1
Q2
∂3xu−
3
2
u∂xu
which actually can be rescaled to become a standard KdV equation with variables depending
on q. This assumes ∂x is a normal derivative. If e.g. ∂x ∼ ∂xq then we need only check first
∂t∂
x
q = ∂
x
q ∂t which is immediate and note that one is assuming dxdt = −dtdx. However for
∂x ∼ ∂xq the term ∂xq (νu) becomes (D43) ∂xq (νu) = ∂xq νDxu+ ν∂xq u where Dxu = u(qx, t).
This changes some terms in (8.63) et suite and leads to (∂q ∼ ∂xq )
(8.65) ut =
1
Q2
∂3qu−
2
Q
u∂qu−Dxu∂qu
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THEOREM 8.2. Assume we can write (8.61), with dxdt = −dtdx, and ∂x = ∂xq ; then
(8.65) is a kind of qKdV equation arising naturally from MC equations.
9. MAURER-CARTAN AND THE QUANTUM LINE
We go now to a quantum line R1q as in Section 6 coupled with a time variable (e.g.
Aq = C(R)⊗R1q). Recall one possibility based on (B58)-(B61) involves
(9.1) xΛ = qΛx; xdx = qdxx; dxΛ = qΛdx; xdΛ = qdΛx; e1x = qΛx;
e1Λ = 0; df(e1) = e1f ; e2Λ = qΛx; e2x = 0; df(e2) = e2f
This was rejected before since Λ is in a sense an element of the phase space associated to
x and one was interested in position space geometry. For our purposes however we could
consider this situation, treating Λ as a parameter to give structure to the picture. Another
formulation can be based on the real DC via (B84)-(B94) but we omit this here. Thus we
mimic (8.61) et suite in taking
(9.2) ω11 ∼ ω1 = ηdx+ µdt+ φdΛ; ω12 ∼ ω0 = αdx+ νdt+ ψdΛ;
ω21 ∼ ω2 = γdx+ βdt+ χdΛ
The MC equations (8.46) are
(9.3) dω0 = Q(ω0 ∧ ω1); dω1 = −ω0 ∧ ω2; dω2 = Q(ω1 ∧ ω2)
and we must find expressions for df and dω. First (recalling e.g. Example 7.4) consider
from (9.1)
(9.4) dx2 = xdx+ dxx = xdx+ q−1xdx = (1 + q−1)xdx; · · · , dxn = [n]q−1xn−1dx
Since ΛdΛ does not arise in (9.1) we go back to Example 8.1 of the generalized q-plane
which has relations
(9.5) xdx = qdxx; dxΛ = qΛdx; xdΛ = qdΛx;
dΛΛ = qΛdΛ; dx2 = dΛ2 = 0; dxdΛ+ qdΛdx = 0
We add the additional hypothesis (E1) dΛΛ = qΛdΛ and then from (C74)
(9.6) dΛm = [m]qΛ
m−1; df = DΛ∂
x
q−1fdx+ ∂
Λ
q fdΛ
We are after some form of qKdV now and not qKP - the variable Λ is purely an artifice
to give “quantum” meaning to R. Note here (E2) dxΛm = qmΛmdx plays a role in (9.6).
Now from (9.3) we write
(9.7) dω0 = (DΛ∂
x
q−1αdx+ ∂
Λ
q αdΛ + αtdt)dx+ (DΛ∂
x
q−1νdx+ ∂
Λ
q νdΛ+ νtdt)dt+
+(DΛ∂q−1ψdx+∂
Λ
q ψdΛ+ψtdt)dΛ = Q(ω0∧ω1) = Q(αdx+νdt+ψdΛ)∧ (ηdx+µdt+φdΛ)
This leads to
(9.8) ∂Λq αdΛdx + αtdtdx+DΛ∂
x
q−1νdxdt+ ∂
Λ
q νdΛdt+DΛ∂
x
q−1ψdxdΛ + ψtdtdΛ =
= Q{αdxηdx+αdxµdt+αdxφdΛ+νdtηdx+νdtµdt+νdtφdΛ+ψdΛηdx+ψdΛµdt+ψdΛφdΛ}
Now e.g. dxη = dx
∑
ηnmkx
nΛmtk =
∑
ηnmkq
−nxnqmxnΛmtkdx = D−1x DΛηdx (since
dxxn = q−nxndx and (E2) holds). Similarly dΛx = q−1xdΛ ⇒ dΛxn = q−nxndΛ and
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dΛΛ = qΛdΛ ⇒ dΛΛm = qmΛmdΛ so dΛη = D−1x DΛηdΛ and one has (assuming dxdt +
dtdx = 0 and dΛdt+ dtdΛ = 0 and omitting some calculations)
(9.9) DΛ∂
x
q−1ψ − q−1∂Λq α = Q(αD−1x DΛφ− q−1φD−1x DΛη);
DΛ∂
x
q−1ν − αt = Q[αD−1x DΛµ− νη]; ∂Λq ν − ψt = Q[ψD−1x DΛµ− νφ]
with the dxdt term in the middle. Similarly computing for dω1 leads to
(9.10) DΛ∂
x
q−1φ− q−1∂Λq η = q−1D−1x DΛχ− ψD−1x DΛψ;
DΛ∂
x
q−1µ− ηt = νγ − αD−1x DΛβ; ∂Λq µ− φt = νχ− ψD−1x DΛβ
Finally from dω2
(9.11) DΛ∂
x
q−1χ− q−1∂Λq γ = Q(ηD−1x DΛχ− q−1φD−1x DΛγ);
DΛ∂
x
q−1β − γt = Q(ηD−1x DΛβ − µγ); ∂Λq β − χt = Q(φD−1x DΛβ − χµ)
We look first at the dxdt equations in (9.9), (9.10), and (9.11) to get
(9.12) DΛ∂
x
q−1ν − αt = Q[αD−1x DΛµ− νη];
DΛ∂
x
q−1µ− ηt = νγ − αD−1x DΛβ; DΛ∂xq−1β − γt = Q(ηD−1x DΛβ − µγ)
Compare this with the enumeration in Section 8, namely
(9.13) ∂xν = Q(µ − νη); −ut + ∂xβ = Q(ηβ − µu); ∂xµ− νµ+ β = 0
where u ∼ γ and r ∼ α. If we take η = constant and α = 1 again in (9.12) there results
(9.14) DΛ∂
x
q−1ν = Q(D
−1
x DΛµ− ην);
DΛ∂
x
q−1β − ut = Q(ηD−1x DΛβ − µu); DΛ∂xq−1µ = νu−D−1x DΛβ
This is quite parallel, modulo shifts Dx and DΛ. Thus
(1) ∂xµ− νu+ β = 0 ∼ DΛ∂xq−1µ = νu−D−1x DΛβ
(2) ∂xβ − ut = Q(ηβ − µu) ∼ DΛ∂xq−1β − ut = Q(ηD−1x DΛβ − µu);
(3) ∂xν = Q(µ− νη) ∼ DΛ∂xq−1ν = Q(D−1x DΛµ− ην)
It is interesting that there are no ∂Λq terms here, just shifts DΛ. Moreover only DΛβ appears
but pairs (DΛµ, µ) and (DΛν, ν) both appear. We reduce matters as in Section 8. Thus
set DΛβ = β˜ and then from (1) and (3) we have (∂ˆx ∼ ∂xq−1)
(9.15) ∂ˆxDΛν = Q(D
−1
x DΛµ− ην); ∂ˆxDΛµ = νu−D−1x β˜
This means DΛµ = Dx[(1/Q)∂ˆxDΛν + ην] and D
−1
x β˜ = νu− ∂ˆxDx
(
1
Q
∂ˆxDΛν + ην
)
. Note
now (E3) Dx∂ˆxf = Dx∂
x
q−1f = ∂
x
q f so
(9.16) D−1x β˜ = νu− ∂ˆx
[
1
Q
∂xqDΛν + ηDxν
]
⇒ β˜ = Dx(νu)− ∂xq
[
1
Q
∂xqDΛν + ηDxν
]
Note also ∂xqDxf = qDx∂
x
q f so β˜ = Dx(νu)− DΛQ
(
∂xq
)2
ν−ηqDx∂xq ν (since DΛ∂xq = ∂xqDΛ).
Putting this in (2) now involves computing
(9.17) DΛ∂
x
q−1 β˜ = DΛq∂
x
q (νu)−
1
Q
D2Λ∂
x
q−1(∂
x
q )
2ν − ηq2(∂xq )2ν
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(note ∂xq−1Dxf = q∂
x
q f). However
(9.18) ∂xq−1∂
x
q f =
1
(q−1 − 1)x
[
∂xq−1f − ∂xq f
]
; ∂xq ∂
x
q−1f =
1
(q − 1)x
[
∂xq f − ∂xq−1f
]
Then from (2), after some calculation, using ∂xq (νu) = ∂
x
q νDxu+ν∂
x
q u and (E4) QD
−1
x DΛµ =
∂xq−1DΛν + ηνQ ⇒ DΛµ = Dx(ην) + (1/QDx∂xq−1DΛν = (1/Q)∂xqDΛν + Dxην, one gets
(puting ν = η2 − Pu)
(9.19) ut =
1
Q
D2Λ∂
x
q−1(∂
x
q )
2Pu+ ηq2(∂xq )
2Pu− ηD−1x DΛ(∂xq )2Pu− u∂xq Pu−
−DΛq(∂xq Pu)Dxu−DΛqPu∂xq u+DΛqη2∂xq u−Qη2q∂xq Pu−Qη3u+QηuPu+
+QuD−1Λ Dxη
3 −QuD−1Λ DxηPu
The terms in u, u2, ∂xu which cancelled before now have the form
(9.20) η2q(DΛ∂
x
q u−Q∂xq Pu); −Qη3u+QuD−1Λ Dxη3; Qηu(1 −D−1Λ Dx)Pu
Then P = 1/Q gives terms (••) η2q(DΛ∂xq u − ∂xq u); ηu(1 − D−1Λ Dx)u, neither of which
vanish. However from [20] one can assume Λ→ 1 as q → 1 so both terms in (••) vanish in
the limit as desired. Moreover (9.19) tends to (Q → 2 and P → 1/2) ut = 14∂xq u − 32u∂xu
as desired. This leads one to think of a qKdV type equation based on the quantum line to
have the form
(9.21) ut =
1
Q2
D2Λ∂
x
q−1(∂
x
q )
2u+
η
Q
(
(∂xq−1Dx)
2 −D−1x DΛ(∂xq )2
)
u−
− 1
Q
[
DΛq(∂
x
q )Dxu+ (1 +DΛq)(u∂
x
q u)
]
+ qη2(DΛ − 1)∂xq u+ ηu(u−D−1Λ Dxu)
(since ∂xq−1Dxf = q∂
x
q f ∼ (∂xq−1Dx)2f = q2(∂xq )2f). If now u = u(x, t) does not depend on
Λ one obtains
THEOREM 9.1. A qKdV type equation based on the quantum line can be formulated as
(9.22) ut =
1
Q2
∂xq−1(∂
x
q )
2u+
η
Q
(
(∂xq−1Dx)
2 −D−1x (∂xq )2
)
u−
− 1
Q
[q(∂xq )Dxu+ (1 + q)u∂
x
q u] + ηu(1 −Dx)u
10. STANDARD FORMS FOR QKDV
There are a number of standard forms treated in e.g. [1, 2, 13, 14, 43, 45, 47, 52, 71] and
here we mainly want to exhibit specific examples of qKdV based on ∂tu = α∂
3
xu + βu∂xu
for q = 1. That is, we want to explicitly write out the coefficients and this does not seem
to be available in the literature. We recall (τ ∼ τq in (F4) below)
(10.1) L2 = ∂2q + (q − 1)xu∂q + u; u = ∂q∂1log[τ(x, t)Dτ(x, t)]
where L2 ∼ ∂2q + u1∂q + u0 with (cf. [13])
(10.2) L = ∂q + s0 + s1∂
−1
q + · · · ; u1 = (q − 1)xu = s0 +Ds0; ∂t1u = ∂qu− ∂2q s0 − ∂qs20
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Recall here (F1) s0 = (q − 1)x∂1∂qlogτ so s0 → 0 as q → 1 and ∂t1u → ∂xu as desired.
Some further information in terms of tau functions is given in [2] and we will return to that
later. Now write out L2 via (♣) L2 = (∂q+ s0+ s1∂−1q + · · · )(∂q + s0+ s1∂−1q + · · · ) bearing
in mind (n ∈ Z)
(10.3) ∂nq f =
∑
k≥0
[
n
m
]
q
Dn−m(∂mq f)∂
n−m
q
Thus ∂qf = (∂qf) + (Df)∂q and (F2) ∂
−1
q f =
∑
k≥0(−1)kq−k(k+1)/2D−k−1(∂kq f)∂−k−1q
which means in particular that one has (F3) ∂−1q f = (D
−1f)∂−1q − q−1D−2∂qf∂−2q + · · · .
Now the + parts of L2 are known to specify
(10.4) (q − 1)xu = u1 = (Ds0) + s0; u0 = u = (∂qs0) + s20 + (Ds1) + s1;
and we will write out the first − parts as follows (cf. (10.3) and (10.17)-(10.18) below)
(10.5) L21,2,3 = [(∂qs1) + (Ds2) + s0s1 + s2 + s1D
−1s0]∂
−1
q + [(∂qs2) + (Ds3) + s3 + s0s2−
−q−1(D−2∂qs0)+ s1(D−1s1)+ s2(D−2s0]∂−2q + [s1q−3(D−2∂2q s0)− q−1s1(D−2∂qs1)+ s0s3+
∂qs3 + (Ds4) + s1(D
−1s2) + s4 + s2D
−2s1 − s2[2]qq−2(D−3∂qs0) + s3(D−3s0)]∂−3q
(cf. here also (10.20)). Note that we determined s0 = (q − 1)x∂1∂qlogτ in [13] (via the
expression for u in (10.1)) so in principle (Ds1 + s1) is determined via (10.4) (as in [13]).
This would give Ds2 if s1 could be isolated and eventually coefficients si could then be
calculated. However the expression for s1 + (Ds1) is not trivial since
(10.6) s20 = (q − 1)2x2(∂1∂qlogτ)2; ∂qs0 = (q − 1)∂1[qx∂2q logτ + ∂qlogτ ]
We recall here (F4) τ ∼ τq = τ(c(x) + t) where c(x) =
(
(1−q)nxn
n(1−qn)
)
and τ is an ordinary tau
function for KdV. Let us gather together some formulas now in writing ∂1∂qlogτ = α; thus
(10.7) u = (1 + qD)α; s0 = (q − 1)xα; ∂qs0 = (q − 1)[xq∂qα+ α]; s20 = (q − 1)2x2α2;
∂qu = ∂qα+ q∂qDα = (1 + q
2D)∂qα
Note that a term ∂3qu for example, or some variation on this involving D operations, should
arise in the eventual ut equation (t ∼ t3) and we may get some ideas by computing ∂3qu
from (10.7). Thus (recall qD∂q = ∂qD)
(10.8) ∂2qu = ∂
2
qα+ q
2∂qD∂qα = (1 + q
3D)∂2qα; ∂
3
qu = (1 + q
4D)∂3qα
Consider also
(10.9) ∂2q s0 = (q − 1)[q2x∂2qα+ q∂qα+ ∂qα] = (q − 1){q2x∂2qα+ [2]q∂qα}
(10.10) ∂qs
2
0 = ∂q(q − 1)2(x2α2) = (q − 1)2{q2x2∂qα2 + [2]qxα2}
We note now
(10.11) ∂q(fh) =
(fh)(qx)− (fh)(x)
(q − 1)x = Df(∂qh) + (∂qf)h = (∂qf)Dh+ f(∂qh)
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We could use the second form to generate D action on α and in that spirit consider
(10.12) ∂qs0 = ∂q(q − 1)xα = (q − 1){Dα + x∂qα}; ∂2qs0 = (q − 1){(q + 1)D∂qα+ x∂2qα}
These have a different flavor that (10.9). Similarly
(10.13) ∂qs
2
0 = (q − 1)2∂q(x2α2) = (q − 1)2{[2]qxDα2 + x2[α+Dα]∂qα}
We note that given (a suitable) f one can define a split f = (D+1)h via a formal series
(10.14) (1 +D)−1f(x) =
∞∑
0
(−1)nDnf(x) =
∞∑
0
(−1)nf(qnx)
If e.g. f = xp this requires convergence of (
∑∞
0 (−1)nqnp)xp so e.g. |q| < 1 would do. In
any case we have a formal solution for s1 via
THEOREM 10.1. Given s1 +Ds1 = u− ∂qs0 − s20 = f there is a formal solution
(10.15) s1(x) =
∞∑
0
(−1)nf(qnx)
Going back then to (10.4) we see that s1 can be determined and and this leads eventually
to a determination of all the sk.
With the coefficients now accounted for let us look for an explicit form for qKdV based
on (F5) Lt = [L
3
+, L]. Thus consider (u and u1 given via (10.4)) L
3 = L2L = (∂2q +
u1∂q + u0)(∂q + s0 + s1∂
−1
q + s2∂
−2
q + · · · ) We recall (10.3), ∂qf = (∂qf) + (Df)∂q, (F2),
(F3), and note (F6) ∂2qf = ∂q[(∂qf) + (Df)∂q] = (D
2f)∂2q +
[
2
1
]
q
(D∂qf)∂q + (∂
2
q f) =
(D2f)∂2q + [2]q(D∂qf)∂q + (∂
2
q f) = (D
2f)∂2q + (q + 1)(D∂qf)∂q + (∂
2
q f). Further
(10.16) ∂3qf = (D
3f)∂3q +
[
3
1
]
q
(D2∂qf)∂
2
q +
[
3
2
]
q
(D∂2qf)∂q + (∂
3
q f)
(where the q-brackets are equal to (q3 − 1)/(q − 1) = [3]q. In addition let us recall
(10.17)
∂−1q =
∑[ −1
m
]
q
D−1−m(∂mq f)∂
−1−m
q ; ∂
−2
q f =
∑[ −2
m
]
q
D−2−m(∂mq f)∂
−2−m
q
etc. and a little calculation gives
(10.18)
[ −n
k
]
q
=
[−n]q · · · [−n− k + 1]q
[k]q[k − 1]q · · · [1]q ;
[ −1
m
]
q
= (−1)mq−m(m+1)/2;[ −2
m
]
q
= (−1)m[m+ 1]qq−(m(m+3)/2;
[ −3
m
]
q
= (−1)m[m+ 2]q[m+ 1]qq−m(m+5)/2
Now we calculate
(10.19) L3+ = (∂
2
q + u1∂q + u0)(∂q + s0 + s1∂
−1
q + s2∂
−2
q + · · · ) = ∂3q + w2∂2q + w1∂q + w0
where (recall u1 = (q − 1)xu = (1 +D)s0 and u = s1 +Ds1 + s20 + ∂qs0)
(10.20) w2 = D
2s0 + u1 = D
2s0 +Ds0 + s0;
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w1 = (q + 1)(D∂qs0) +D
2s1 + [(Ds0) + s0](Ds0) + u;
w0 = ∂
2
q s0 + (q + 1)(D∂qs1) + u1∂qs0 + u1(Ds1) + us0 +D
2s2
Now we note from (10.5) that since L2+ = L
2 the coefficients of ∂−mq in (10.5) must be zero
and this leads to equations for s2, s3, s4 via
(10.21) [(∂qs1) + (Ds2) + s0s1 + s2 + s1D
−1s0] = 0;
[(∂qs2) + (Ds3) + s3 + s0s2 − q−1(D−3∂qs0) + s1(D−1s1) + s2(D−2s0] = 0;
[s1q
−3(D−3∂2q s0)− q−1s1(D−2∂qs1) + s0s3 + ∂qs3 + (Ds4) + s1(D−1s2) + s4−
−s2[2]qq−3(D−3∂qs0) + s3(D−3s0)] = 0
PROPOSITION 10.1. The coefficients si can be determined as in (10.21) using Theorem
10.1.
We note that ∂tL = [L
3
+, L] where Lt = ∂ts0 + ∂ts1∂
−1
q + · · · and since s0 → 0 as
q → 1 we concentrate on the ∂−1q term involving s1. Thus we compute first (omitting some
calculation)
(10.22) [L3+, L]−1 = {∂3s1 + [3]q(D∂2q s2) + [3]q(D2∂qs3) +D3s4 + w2[∂2q s1+
+[2]q(D∂qs2)] + w2(D
3s3) + w1[∂qs1 + (Ds2)] + w0s1 − s1q−3D−3∂2qw2 + s1q−1D−2∂qw1−
−s1D−1w0 + s2[2]qq2D−3∂qw2 − s2D−2w1 − s3D−3w2 − s4}∂−1q
To have now ∂tL = [L
3
+, L] requires of course some compatibility conditions to guarantee
that the coefficients of ∂3q , ∂
2
q , ∂q vanish, but these are in fact automatic (see below). Then,
omitting ∂ts0 (since s0 → 0 as q → 1 and this gives us no check), one can write
(10.23) ∂ts1 = ∂
3
q s1+[3]qD∂
2
qs2+[3]qD
2∂qs3+D
3s4+w2[(∂
2
q s1)+ [2]q(D∂qs2]+w2D
3s3+
w1[∂qs1 +Ds2] + w0s1 − s1q−3D−3w2 + s1q−1D−2∂qw1−
−s1D−1w0 + s2[2]qq2D−3w2 − s2D−2w1 − s3D−3w2 − s4
Let us first check some of this for q → 1 where s0 → 0 and 2s1 = u with w2 → 0, w1 →
3s1, and w0 → s2 = −(1/2)∂s1 (cf. (10.20), (10.21), etc.). Further from (10.21) one has
2s3 + ∂s2 + s
2
1 = 0⇒ s3 = −(1/2)s21 + (1/4)∂2s1 and s1∂s1 + ∂s3 + 2s4 + s1s2 = 0⇒ s4 =
−(1/8)∂3s1 + (1/2)s1∂s1. One can then write (10.23) as
(10.24) ∂ts1 → ∂3s1 + 3∂2s2 + 3∂s3 + s4 + w1(∂s1 + s2) + w0s1 + s1∂w1 − s1w0−
−s2w1−s4 = ∂3s1+3∂2
(
−1
2
∂s1
)
+3∂
(
−1
2
s21 +
1
4
∂2s1
)
+3s1(∂s1−(1/2)∂s1)+s1(∂3s1)−
−3s1(−(1/2)∂s1) = 1
4
∂3s1 + 3s1∂s1
which has the correct KdV form. Hence one can suggest
THEOREM 10.2. The qKdV equation can be extracted from (10.23).
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However (10.23) is awkward at best and there is a better procedure which expresses
matters directly in terms of u. Thus first note from [52] that for for PSDO L in Dq = x∂q
with ∂mL = [L
m
+ , L] we have [L
m, L] = [Lm+ , L] + [L
m
− , L] = 0 (recall that in [52] Dq is
replaced by xDq = (q − 1)−1∆q = Dq with greater ease in calculation since DDq = DqD).
This means that deg [Lm+ , L] = deg [L
m
− , L] = deg L
m
− + det L = −1 + 1 = 0 and this
argument clearly carries over to PSDO Dq ∼ ∂q. Consequently deg ∂mL is zero and hence
the compatibility conditions mentioned above (before (10.23)) are automatically satisfied
(i.e. ∂tL = ∂ts0+ · · · so [L3+, L] must be of degree zero). Now for qKP equations one might
imagine working with
(10.25) ∂2ψ = L
2
+ψ; ∂3ψ = L
3
+ψ; ∂3∂2ψ = ∂3L
2
+ψ + L
2
+∂3ψ =
= ∂2∂3ψ = ∂2L
3
+ψ + L
3
+∂2ψ ⇒ ∂3L2+ = ∂2L3+ + [L3+, L2+]
Thus for qKdV where L does not depend on t2 and L
2
+ = L
2 one has for t ∼ t3 the result
(F9) ∂tL
2 = [L3+, L
2]. This can be written then as
(10.26) ∂tu = [L
3
+, L
2]0 = [∂
3
q + w2∂
2
q + w1∂q + w0, ∂
2
q + u1∂q + u]0 =
(∂3qu) + w2(∂
2
qu) + w1(∂qu)− [(∂2qw0) + u1(∂qw0)]
REMARK 10.1. We have not seen equations like (10.23) or (10.26) written out be-
fore (evidently for good reason) and the motivation here was to compare this with qKdV
type equations derived by other means in other contexts (e.g. zero curvature deriva-
tions). Noncommutative KdV (using Moyal type brackets) is also of interest here (cf.
[9, 28, 44, 46, 63, 75]) and the equations are much simpler. Other quantum versions of KdV
are indicated in [37] and references there; we refer to [57, 66] for general discrete situations.
One can also consider the Frenkel form (cf. [1, 2, 43, 52] and see [49, 50, 58] for other Lax
forms)
(10.27) Q = D +
∞∑
0
uiD
−i; Qq = Dq +
∞∑
0
viD
−i
q
(10.28) ∂nQ = [A
n
+, Q]; ∂nQq = [(Q
n
q )+, Qq]
The calculations in [1, 2, 43, 24] (and in [13] and Sections 1-4 of this paper) never actually
produce an explicit formula for qKdV. There are equations for the coefficients in terms of
tau functions and relations between ui and vi but nothing explicitly in a form based on
∂tu = a∂
3
xu + bu∂xu. In (10.23), (10.26), and calculations below we hope to remedy this
situation. 
We want to write (10.26) now in terms of u and u1 = u1(u) so recall u1 = (q − 1)xu =
s0 + Ds0 and u = s1 + Ds1 + s
2
0 + ∂qs0 with (from (10.20)) w2 = D
2s0 + u1, w1 =
(q+1)D∂qs0+D
2s1+u1Ds0+u, and w0 = ∂
2
q s0+(q+1)D∂qs1+u1∂qs0+u1Ds1+us0+D
2s2.
Here s2 +Ds2 = −s1D−1s0 − ∂qs1 − s0s1 from (10.21). Now before going further we check
(10.26) for q → 1. Then
(10.29) 2s0 = 0; 2s1 = u; w2 = u1 = 0; w1 = s1 + u; 2s2 = −∂s1; w0 = (3/2)∂s1
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Hence (10.26) becomes (s1 = u/2)
(10.30) ∂tu =
1
4
∂3u+
3
2
u∂u
which is fine (and agrees with (10.24)). To directly express (10.26) in terms of u alone
requires an expression for the wi as functions of u but here we see that an explicit finite
form is unlikely. This is seen immediately in u1 = (q − 1)xu = s0 +Ds0 for example which
has a solution
(10.31) s0 = (1 +D)
−1u1 =
∞∑
0
(−1)nu1(qnx) = (q − 1)x
∞∑
0
(−1)nqnu(qnx)
Similarly from Theorem 9.1 s1 =
∑∞
0 (−1)nf(qnx) for f = u−∂qs0− s20. Thereafter we can
write e.g.
(10.32) w2 = (q − 1)(D2 +D + 1)x
∞∑
0
(−1)nqnu(qnx) = (q − 1)x
[
∞∑
2
(−1)pqpu(qpx)−
−
∞∑
1
(−1)sqsu(qsu(qsx) +
∞∑
0
(−1)nqnu(qnx)
]
= (q − 1)x
[
∞∑
0
(−1)nqnu(qnx) + qu(qx)
]
One can also compute w1 and w0 in terms of infinite series in u and one has
THEOREM 10.3. The qKdV equation has the form (10.26) where u1 = (q − 1)xu and
wi = wi(u).
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